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Embarrassment,
But No Shame
Let's put the UMaine athletic department's problems into perspective.
I

he tabloid's back page headline taxed athletic department was letting
was so huge it could be read from things fall through the cracks. And poor
across a busy Boston street ’ judgment on the part of former athletic
"Shame on Maine," was the lead sports
director Mike Ploszek caused an unnec
story in the Boston Herald. But in the final essary, and suspicion-raising delay in vio
analysis there was more shame on the lations being reported to the NCAA
Herald than on the University of Maine.
But there is no shame here. No breach
Like so much of the publicity sur of ethics. No intent to gam a competitive
rounding the university's recent NCAA
compliance problems, the Heiald story
was packed with inaccuracies and hyper
bole and short on fact and perspective.
The media coverage of Maine's recent
But there is no shame
athletic woes seemed to take on a life of its
own, with little connection to the actual
here. No breach of ethics.
seriousness of the mistakes and viola
tions. The resulting public perception was
No intent to gain a
of an institution overemphasizing athlet
ics—of an athletic department out-of-con
competitive advantage.
trol, overlooking the rules so as to gam an
advantage on the playing field.
I
And no cover-up.
The reality is quite different—an in- !
advertent series of oversights and mis
judgments that were all self-discovered
and self-reported by the university— and advantage. And no cover-up
all of which, in the NCAA's view, were of
In order to put it all in perspective
a minor nature
let's take a look at each of the embarrass
Maybe it was so many mistakes oc ing incidents that have taken place since
curring consecutively in such a short pe last fall
riod of time, that fueled the suspicion of
October 1993- Compliance coordi
the media. Perhaps too, it was that the I nator Tammy Light discovers a mistake
penalties for UMaine's violations were so made in 1991 when hockey player Cal
severe for the teams and the players
Ingraham was declared eligible after sit
But the fact is that thousands of such ting out a year as a transfer student from
violations occur every year in college ath the Air Force Academy Ingraham had
letics And when viewed in the light of been incorrectly coded into the computer
major violations associated with big time and compliance officer Linwood Carville
college athletics—gifts from alumni boost ’54 failed to catch the error. The univer
ers, illegal recruiting, grade doctoring, sity immediately reports the violation to
etc.—these really are "secondary" in na the NCAA which rules that Maine would
ture
have to forfeit 13 games and that Ingraham
Should the university be embar would have to sit out an additional 13
rassed? Absolutely. People were not pay games.
ing enough attention to detail An over
December 1993: The status of hockey

T
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player Jeff Tory is questioned There is
confusion over Tory's Canadian high
school transcript in which he took several
courses on a pass/fail basis
The NCAA had previously said that
Tory "appeared" ineligible Coach Shawn
Walsh investigated further and with more
complete information from the high
school decided that Tory did qualify to
play But in the information he passed on
to university officials, Walsh failed to in
clude a letter explaining the NCAA rul
ing on Tory (It was later clarified that
application materials for all foreign stu
dents must be sent to the NCAA. This
procedure was not known by UMaine
officials at the time) UMaine president
Fred Hutchinson ’53 suspends Walsh for
three weeks The NCAA rules that Maine
will have to forfeit the three games in
which Tory played.
February 1994 An unfortunate error
in scheduling by rookie women's basketball coach Joanne Palombo forces
UMaine's regular season championship
team out of the North Atlantic Confer
ence tournament. Palombo scheduled one
too many games, not realizing that the
tournament actually counted as one of
the 27 games allowed by the NCAA No
actual NCAA violation occurred, but the
mistake keeps the women's team from its
best chance ever of making it to the NCAA
tournament.
February 1994. It's discovered that
compliance officer Carville mistakenly
determined that graduate student/athletes needed six credits (considered a fulltime load at UMaine) to be eligible for
NCAA competition. Five UMaine gradu
ate student/athletes had competed in vio
lation of NCAA guidelines which require
graduate students to take eight credits
There is a several day delay in reporting

FOGLER LIBRARY FRIENDS
the violations, during which time two of
the athletes compete for UMaine. This
was clearly a misjudgment and oversight
on the part of athletic department offi
cials, in particular director Mike Ploszek.
The NCAA rules that Maine must
forfeit all games in which these ineligible
athletes competed
It should be noted that the graduate
student/athletes involved were good, in
some cases excellent, students, all of whom
could have easily handled an increased
courseload
February 1994- Carville tells the
Maine Sunday Telegiatn that he had urged
Ploszek to report the latest graduate stu
dent violations immediately and to notify
the coaches. He adds that Ploszek told
him the situation would be handled "in
house" leading Carville to believe that
Ploszek was contemplating not reporting
the violations. The same day Ploszek and
President Hutchinson deny that there was
ever any contemplation of a cover-up.
March 1994: When contacted by the
press, assistant athletic director Anne
McCoy also states that Ploszek discussed
with her not reporting the graduate stu
dent ineligibility violations to the NCAA
Ploszek denies her charges. Investigations
by both an independent counsel and
Chancellor J. Michael Orenduff determine
that there was no cover-up on the part of
Ploszek, only poor judgment and poor
communication.
Although the athletic director is
cleared of any intentional wrongdoing,
he eventually resigns
March 1994: Hockey East tries to bar
UMaine from participating in the league's
post-season tournament. Defending the
rights of his student/athletes, President
Hutchinson brings the matter to court
which rules in the university's favor.

etting the record straight is one thing.
Changing people's perceptions is
quite another. In that regard, the damage
done will take a while to repair.
Among the most inaccurate of per
ceptions is that somehow the University
of Maine is overemphasizing its major
sports.
Even when former UMaine presi
dent Dale Lick was putting more of a
focus on sports, the Black Bears were still

S

An association of alumni, faculty, students, and friends
dedicated to supporting the collections, services, and
programs of the University of Maine Library.

WON'T YOU HELP US SUSTAIN A VALUABLE
RESOURCE?

Yes, I want to support the collections, programs, and services of
the University of Maine Fogler Library at the following level:

Benefactor, $1000+
Patron, $500-$999
Sponsor, $100-$499

Advocate, $60-$99
Contributor, $30-$59
UM Student, $10

Name ____________________________________
Address___________________________________

City_______________ State_____ Zip________
Please make checks payable to University of Maine/Library friends, and return to
the Raymond H Fogler Library, University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469-5729
Contributions are tax deductible as provided by law
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Bill Bodwell '50
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Notice to Active Members of the
General Alumni Association
I

he annual meeting of the University of
Maine General Alumni Association's active
membership will be held on Sunday, June 5
during the President's Luncheon at Reunion '94.
Nominations for the Board of Directors for
program year 1995 and other business matters
comprise the agenda.

T

light years away from the world of big’
time college athletics And since Fred'
Hutchinson has taken over the reins, ath
letic budgets have been slashed dramati
cally, including a $330,000 cut just last
year Those cutbacks and the resulting
loss of administrative positions were prob
ably a contributing factor to the recent
embarrassments
An equally unjustified charge is that
UMaine alumni pressure the university
to produce winning teams In fact, noth
ing could be further from the truth.
"I've never received a single call from
an alum asking why we can't produce
better teams," notes General Alumni As
sociation president Max Burry '57 "On
the other hand I often get calls from gradu
ates concerned that too much attention is
being paid to athletics "
And so just a year after the euphoria
of the Black Bear's first NCAA champion
ship, the athletic department must start to
rebuild its public image
One positive step already taken was
the appointment of Walter Abbott '58 as
interim athletic director He has a reputa
tion for integrity He also has the respect
of the coaching staff and the entire cam
pus community
There is also a strong base to build
on Maine has an outstanding core of
coaches, who want to win, but who also
understand that a university is about the
education of students It also has a highly
respected, hard-working sports informa
tion team and a top-notch academic sup
port network
And the university has a history of
producing scholar/athletes who possess
humility and character—Bill Swift, Paul
Kariya, Rachel Bouchard, Chnssy Strong,
Deb Smith, Jamal Williamson, and Dean
Smith, just to name a recent few
Maine alumni can still be proud of a
tradition which, although suffering a set
back, has already returned to a positive
track.
And in our preoccupation with
sports, let's not forget academics. That is
where President Hutchinson is properly
putting the emphasis and where any uni
versity must ultimately be judged.

— Jim Frick
6 MAINE

more important effort. There is no ques
tion that in recent years we had some
factions pulling in different directions.
But I think everyone now wants to put the
year behind us and move on as a team.

Interim Athletic
Director Walter
Abbott '58
Looks Ahead
s an expert canoeist, Walter
Abbott '58 is used to dealing
with turbulent waters. Maybe
that's why UMaine president Fred Hutchinson ’53 asked him to get the university
athletic department back on a stable course
while the institution searches for a per
manent athletic director to replace Mike
Ploszek.
"Of the people suggested to me, Walt
Abbott consistently came up as someone
with the experience, competency, and re
spect needed to get the job done," said
Hutchinson.
It's not the first time that Abbott, an
associate professor, has served as interim
AD. He held that job for three months
back in 1991, following the departure of
Kevin White.
In assigning Abbott the job, Hutch
inson outlined the following major areas
he wanted the interim AD to focus his
attention on:
1. Compliance related matters
2. Administrative policies and procedures
3. Internal and external communications

MAINE: What have you done to try to
improve morale and enhance communi
cation in the department?
Abbott: I'm having more meetings with
the coaches. As athletic director, I believe
you have to spend time with the coaches
and the people in the department. We got
away from that because the athletic direc
tor had great demands on him to travel
and raise money. But my main charge is
to improve communication and morale.

A

MAINE: There's been a tremendous
amount of media and public attention
focussed on the athletic department in
the past months. There have been calls for
de-emphasizing sports, even getting out
of Division I athletics.
Walter Abbott: My viewpoint is that we
are in a Division I program and that's
where we have to stay. There is no other
alternative really, because there are no
other teams out there to play. We're in
competition with Vermont, New Hamp
shire, and other state universities our size
and our academic level.
There is a clear relationship in my
mind between academics and athletics

and Maine has always had a well-bal
anced program. Check our graduation
rates and our grade point averages for
athletes. They are both higher than the
overall student average. And we have
lots of student athletes who make Dean's
List. We have a lot to be proud of here.
MAINE: Do you think coaches and ath
letes are under too much pressure to win?
Abbott: All young men and women that
come to the University of Maine want to
win. They want to win socially; they want
to win academically— they want to be
successful. That's the American way, and
it's no different in athletics. Now there is
a lot of emphasis put on sports in this
country. Our whole sports culture is built
around championships. Our philosophy
at Maine is this: we don't have to be the
best in the country or even in our league.
We don't have to win them all, but we
want to strive to be the best we can be.
Some years you may win the league, other
years you don't, and that's fine. The main
thing is challenging yourself. Sure we like
to have champions but that doesn't mean
things are out of kilter. It just means a set
of fine athletes have achieved a goal.
MAINE: How is the morale of the Maine
coaches and the players?
Abbott: It's outstanding. I'm impressed
with their ability to stay positive through
this. I'm also very impressed with the
coaches understanding of the role of ath
letics at the University of Maine. They
know that their team is part of a bigger,

MAINE: What about the image of athlet
ics outside of the department?
Abbott: This year's events have impacted
our image—no question about it. A lot of
people look at Maine and say "Wow, they
were really bad." But when you put it in
perspective that just isn't true. We have a
long history of integrity here. Now we
have to get out there on campus and
throughout the state and get people to see
that the problems are behind us and we
are back on track.
MAINE: What about safeguards against
future compliance problems?
Abbott: Mastering compliance is a rela
tively straightforward thing, although
everyone should keep in mind that it is a
major problem at almost every school. In
fact, any university that has an athletic
team is probably sitting on 20-plus infrac
tions. Our president has committed this
institution to upgrading our compliance
office to be a model program. First, the
NCAA will finish their review. Then ex
pert outside consultants are coming with
a model we will implement. And then,
when things are in place, you have to hold
people accountable. We have to educate
everyone involved— coaches, support
staff, trainers, everyone. Everyone in ath
letics will know the rules that govern
their area. Toward that end there will be
regular classes held on an ongoing basis
and tests will be given. It all starts with
the coaches. They must know the rules
and be held accountable.
SPRING/SUMMER1994 7

NCAA RULES AND REGULATIONS GUIDE
FOR UMAINE ALUMNI AND FRIENDS
he following is intended to provide you with some basic
information concerning NCAA rules and regulations that
you should know as someone who cares about UMaine and its
intercollegiate athletics program.
The NCAA has explicit guidelines for what representatives of
athletics interest, “traditionally known as boosters,” can and cannot
do. This information will assist you with any questions you may
have regarding the recruitment of prospective student-athletes and
i
contact with currently enrolled student-athletes
By assisting the university in rules compliance, you are not
only adding to the integrity of UMaine athletics, but also protecting
the athletic eligibility of its student-athletes.
If you have any questions regarding NCAA, North Atlantic
Conference (NAC), Yankee Conference, or Hockey East rules and
regulations, especially those relating to contact between alumni and
prospective student-athletes and alumni and enrolled student
athletes, please contact:
Compliance Officer
Department of Athletics, Memorial Gym.
University of Maine
Orono. ME 04469

T

Prospective Student-Athlete
Rules to Remember
1. Only coaches and university staff members can be involved in
the recruiting process All boosters, alumni, friends, and other
“representatives of athletics interest” who are not employed by the
university are prohibited from making contact (in person, by phone,
by fax, or by letter) with a prospective student-athlete or his or her
family for the purpose of encouraging participation in the Univer
sity of Maine athletics program An alumnus may be called by a —
prospect to discuss the university generally, but not to talk about the
athletics department
2. An impermissible contact, even it unintentional, could subject
UMaine to penalties imposed by the NCAA Prospects could lose
eligibility for attendance at UMaine because of a recruiting
violation by a booster
3 A prospective student-athlete remains a prospect even after he or
she has signed a National Letter of Intent or financial aid lender to
attend the University of Maine The prospect does not lose prospect
status until the start of classes at the university or until the begin

ning of official team practice prior to the start of classes

------------

Identification of Prospective ---- -------Student-Athletes

If you know of a young person with athletic ability who might
want to attend UMaine, do not contact him or her directly Instead,
notify the appropriate coaching staff member listed below
Coach's Phone Numbers
Area Code 207

Baseball
581-1096
Basketball
-Men's
581-1094
-Women's
581-4067
Cross-Country and Track
-Men's
581-1078
-Women's
581-1077
Field Hockey
581-1083
Football
581-1062
Golf
581-1637
Ice Hockey
581-1106
Soccer
-Men's
581-1098
-Women's
581-1048
Softball
581-4065
Swimming
-Men’s
581-1089
-Women's
581-1076
Tennis
-Women's
581-1177

-------------- Questions You Should Ask -------------Q Is it permissible for athletics representatives or boosters to have
any contact with prospective student-athletes7
A The only contacts a booster may have are
x If a booster is discussing summer employment opportunities with
the prospect (after he or she has signed the National Letter of
Intent)
* It an established relationship between a booster and the prospect
already exists. The booster may continue to enjoy friendly relation
ships with family, friends, and neighbors He/she may not, however,
take advantage of these relationships for recruitment purposes
* If unavoidable incidental contact occurs which involves only
normal civility

i Q. May a booster aid the UMaine recruiting/coaching staff by
observing or evaluating high school prospects?
A. A booster may view a prospect’s game on his or her own
initiative as long as he/she does not contact the prospect on such
occasions A booster may not contact a prospect’s coach, principal,
or counselor in an attempt to evaluate the prospect nor may he/she
visit the prospect’s school to pick up game films or transcripts
Q. What should a booster do if he or she has contact with a prospect
or group of prospects at a UMaine athletics event9
A Once again, the NCAA understands that unavoidable incidental
! contacts may occur. As long as:
" The contact is not prearranged.
x No attempt at recruitment is made.
x Only normal civility takes place.
(If the above are adhered to, the booster will not be held responsible
for making a recruitment contact)
Q. May a prospect call a booster?
A Yes A booster may have a telephone conversation with a

8 MAINE

prospect only if the prospect initiates the call The telephone call
may not be prearranged by an institutional staff member and the
discussion should be limited to the university in general. All
athletically related questions must be referred to the athletic
department.

athletics.
Faculty and staff members are not permitted to recruit offcampus. They may have on-campus contact with prospects in all
sports. Faculty and staff members may not telephone a prospect
until the summer following his or her junior year. In most instances,
a prospect may receive only one call per week from an institutional
------------Enrolled Student-Athlete -------------- staff member (faculty members, athletics department staff mem, bers, or administrators) regardless of who makes the call. All staff
Definitions You Must Know
i members may write to prospects. Athletics and recreation depart
ment staff members may make contact with a prospect on-campus.
An emolled student-athlete is: a student who presently is participat
Only those coaches certified to recruit may contact prospects offing in athletics or has completed his or her eligibility but is still
campus. All UMaine athletics department staff members may write
emolled at the institution.
to prospects.
An extra benefit is: any special gift 01 arrangement provided to
The spouse of a coach or staff member may make contact with
an enrolled student-athlete or a student-athlete’s relative or fnend
a prospect on-campus. Additionally, he or she may make an offwhich is not available to the general student body of that institution.
campus contact, within a 30-mile radius of the institution’s main
Extra benefit legislation also may apply to gifts or arrangements
campus, during the prospect’s official visit. The spouse may not,
(other than legitimate jobs) subsequent to the student-athlete’s
however, have any written correspondence (following letter after
graduation.
visit, etc...) with the prospect. Members of the Board of Trustees
"
Rules To Remember ———— may not make on- or off-campus recruiting contacts with prospects.
Enrolled student-athletes and other enrolled students are not
considered to be boosters as long as any recruiting contact with a
1. Representatives of athletics interest cannot provide an “extra
prospect is incidental and does not occur at the direction of a
benefit” or special arrangements to an enrolled student-athlete that
member of the athletics department.
is not available to all other students at the university.
2. If a student athlete accepts any benefit based on his or her athletic
ability, that athlete will lose all eligibility for inteicollegiate athletic
-■.
Enrolled Students
■
participation. If the student-athlete has completed eligibility, the
institution is still responsible and may leceive penalties applied to
Enrolled Students:
I
the sport program. Additionally, the booster 01 lepresentative
i ’“May not make or participate in telephone calls to prospects at the
involved would be forced to disassociate from the univeisity’s
| direction of a coaching staff member or calls financed by the
athletics program.
University of Maine or a representative of athletics inteiest.
’ May receive telephone calls made at the expense of the prospect
■■
Questions You Should Ask —---------- subsequent to July 1 following the completion of the prospect’s
junior year in high school.
* May have written correspondence with prospects.
Q. What are some examples of “extra benefits” to enrolled student
athletes that are prohibited by the NCAA7* 1 2 * * * *
Student-athletes are, of course, permitted to serve as student hosts
for a prospect’s official visit.
A. “Extra benefits” include:
^Arranging, providing, or co-signmg a loan.
•^Providing any type of transportation or the use of a vehicle.
^Providing a ticket to any athletic, institutional, or community
event.
Key Rule
"^Providing the parents, family, or friends of a student-athlete with
NCAA Bylaw 13.01.5.1
free admission to a UMaine or booster club recognition banquet.
xProviding typing services or covering the related expenses for
course-related papers or projects.
In Division I, representatives of an institution’s interests
^Arranging or providing any special discount, ciedits, or special
payment arrangements on any purchase or service.
are prohibited from making in-person, on- or off^Giving any type of gift, gilt-in-kind, or money.

campus recruiting contacts, or written or telephonic

-

Are On-Campus Groups
Also Considered Boosters?

....

Are parents of enrolled student-athletes and the on-campus groups
considered “representatives of athletics interest?”
Parents of enrolled student-athletes are considcied representa
tives of athletics interest. Therefore they may not be involved in the
recruiting process on- or off-campus. If parents oi a prospect should
contact you with questions about youi son’s or daughter’s experi
ence at UMaine, you should direct the questions to the university. If
you arc a University of Maine alumnus, you may discuss your
educational experiences al UMaine, but you may not discuss

communications with a prospect or the prospect’s
relatives or legal guardians.

Once A Booster... always a booster. According to
the NCAA, once an individual has been identified as an
“athletics representative," he or she retains this identity

forever, even if that person no longer contributes to the
athletics program.
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Tau Kappa Epsilon
will reorganize

Jobs for women
increase on the
UMaine Campus
Women have made major
gains in employment at the
University of Maine in the past
20 years, according to a report
submitted to the National
Center for Education Statis
tics.
The report indicated that
women now make up 30 7
percent of the faculty at the
university, more than double
the percentage from 1975, the
first year statistics were col
Nine UMaine students spent spring break helping earthquake viclected On the downside,
tims in California. Pictured are six of the nine students. Standing
women still account for only a
(L. to R.) are Alan Raymond, Christopher Denton, Ryan McKinney,
small number of the highest
and David Bolduc. Sitting are Faith Mohs (left) and Elaine Worster.
ranking administrators
The most significant
gams for women came at the
and hard but it was probably
associate professor level, University students
the best experience of my life,"
where the percentage in
said Mohs.
creased from 4.8 to 27. At the aid earthquake
The Red Cross picked up
assistant professor level, victims
all the expenses for the trip
women now account for 47 9
percent, up from 21.3 percent
including airfare, hotel accom
in 1975. The full professor Nine Umversitv
modations and food While
of
Maine
stu*
numbers, however, were not dents spent their spring break they were off duty the stu
so encouraging. Currently, in Los Angeles—not vacation- dents did find time to enjoy
only 9 6 percent of UMaine's i mg, but lending a hand to the themselves Some checked out
full professors are women.
Red Cross earthquake relief L A nightlife while others
In addition to the poor ; project.
went sight-seeing to get a
representation at the full pro
Faith Mohs, a junior jour- I much needed break from their
fessor level, the report indi nalism and broadcasting ma work.
cated that gams in high level jor, coordinated the trip She
The students left Califor
administration are also com says the students worked from nia to return to UMaine on
ing slowly. Right now there 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. interviewing Sunday, March 20th, just a few
are only two female deans, families and inspecting homes hours before another major
one female vice president, and to assess the immediate needs | aftershock hit the Los Angeonly a few women department (food, shelter, clothing, and i les area
chairs.
medical care) of the earth
The other students who
In other areas of the uni quake victims. The students joined Mohs on the trip were
versity, women account for issued vouchers for thousands Elaine Worster, Christopher
92.6 percent of the university's of dollars each day to help Denton, Alan Raymond,
secretarial and clerical staff families pay for food and Nicole Legassie, Steve Wilson,
but only 3.9 percent of the housing
Ryan McKinney, Erica Par
skilled craft work force.
"I found it challenging sons, and David Bolduc.
10 MAINE
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Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
has voluntarily reorganized^
its UMaine chapter and set it
on course to regain a reputa
tion based on ideals of leader
ship, scholarship, philan
thropy and service
The recent reorganiza
tion, initiated and supported
by chapter alumni, puts the
major focus on members as
scholars and institutes poli
cies that comply with the
fraternity's national guide
lines on organization, conduct
and programming
According to Michael
Morin, TKE's district presi
dent for Northern New En
gland and Canada, the reor
ganization was necessary be
cause the existing group of
brothers did not have a desire
to operate within the guide
lines of the fraternity or the
policies of the University of
Maine Alcohol played too
large a role in chapter pro
gramming, scholarship and
service were not priorities,
membership was decreasing,
and internal conflict pre
vented a positive approach to
solving problems, said Morin,
*
an active chapter alumnus.
Following an internal re
view by a representative from
the fraternity's international
organization, TKE adopted new bylaws, and new guide
lines for conduct, academic
standards, fiscal management
and membership recruitment
Although members of age are
allowed to drink in the house,

• alcohol is no longer a major factor in chapter programs
and events

About half the members
left the chapter because they
were not willing to subscribe
to the back-to-basics commit
ment. "We now have a very
motivated group of 20 mem
bers on the right track and
positive programming that
will help ensure the chapter's
success in the future/' said
Morin.
"Our eyes have been
opened by the review and re
organization," says chapter
president Corey Verrill, "and
we are now ready to pursue
the goals of the international
fraternity and become the
outstanding campus citizens
we once were "
Tau Kappa Epsilon is the
country's largest social frater
nity with more than 325 chap
ters and colonies and a quar
ter of a million alumni in the
United States and Canada.
The UMaine chapter was not
closed and was under no sanc
tions at the time of the volun
tary reorganization.

Global Links brings
the world to local
schools
Learning about clothing from
other lands was only part of
the reason Diane Batty's home
economics class at Orono High
School recently hosted Univer
sity of Maine students from
Kenya, Japan, and the Philip
pines.
The more important rea
son was to have her students
connect with other cultures.
As foreign trade and fi
nancial markets open, and
advancing technology dis
solves boundaries between
nations, such connections are
taking on increasing impor-

UMaine
Foundation
celebrates 60th
Sixty years ago, when
Raymond Henry Fogler T5
was a youthful 42, he
helped to found the Uni
versity of Maine Founda
tion. Today, at the age of
102, after serving twice as
its president, he is still one
of its most vigorous sup
porters.
In 1934, the Class of
1909 made the first gift to
the newly formed founda
tion. Six decades later, that
original $1,000 fund is now
valued at $22,253. Untold

numbers of students have
benefited from that gift, which
like other endowed scholar
ships at the Foundation, self
generates for support of de
serving UMaine students The

total assets of the Founda
tion now exceed $41 million.
In June, the Foundation
will honor donors as well as
past presidents with a 60th
anniversary dinner.

tance UMaine is helping to
prepare youngsters for that
new reality through an out
reach program known as Glo
bal Links.
Now nearing the end of
its first year, Global Links takes
several approaches to broad
ening youngsters' view of the
world. Sometimes, as in the
case of the Orono High School
visit, UMaine students from
other countries will go into the
classroom, either alone or in
groups, to explain about their
homes.
Currently, 22 interna
tional students representing 18
countries are bringing other
cultural perspectives to Maine
classrooms. This year, the pro
gram has organized 18 high
school visits. There are re
quests for many more, so many
that they may not be able to
satisfy them all.
International students at
UMaine have long been avail
able for classroom visits, but

in the past it was a "one shot
deal" and less formal, says
Ruth Bently, program coordi
nator in the UMaine office of
international programs. Glo
bal Links offers better coordi
nation, planning, and training.
And for both the Orono
High School students and their
visitors, it was a learning ex
perience that was also enjoy
able.
"I loved it," said Orono
High School junior Heather
Adams, who noted that she
admired the international stu
dents for daring to go so far
from home for so long.
"I think it’s a big step that
they took to travel here and
learn the language," she said.
One of the international
students, Malta Suarez, a
graduate student from the
Philippines, said that exposure
to another culture has made
her better appreciate the one
she left behind.
"Coming here has

brought back that pride of be
ing Filipino," she said.

Raymond H. Fogler ’15 (left) talking with current UMaine
Foundation president Walter Stinson ’68.

UMaine increases
room and board
fees
University of Maine trustees
approved an average 2.7 per
cent increase in the room and
board fees at UMaine and four
of the other system campuses.
The only campus that will not
see an increase is Fort Kent.
The change will mean an
increase from $4,580 to $4,678
at the Orono campus.
A controller's report said
the increases were requested
in anticipation of such things
as costlier food contracts; big
ger utility bills; and no growth
in the number of students oc
cupying dormitories, except at
Presque Isle.
The board also approved
a $35 increase in the student
fee at UMaine.
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Research
than average so that the end product is
improved," McCormack says.
The seed orchard program, run by
the Maine Christmas Tree Association,
not only satisfies consumer appeal, but
will also help growers cut down on the
labor-intensive practice of hand-shear
ing their trees once a year. That process
is the most expensive step for tree grow
ers, McCormack says.

UMaine plays a key role in
genetically engineered
tomatoes
University of Maine scientists have
played a key role in the testing and de
velopment of a genetically engineered
tomato, likely to be the first bio-engi
neered food product to reach consum
ers.
Rod Bushway, professor of food sci
ence, and Brian Perkins, a graduate stu
dent, developed the methodology to test
the tomatoes for the toxic tomatine—a
naturally occurring substance that can
cause symptoms similar to food poison
ing. The UMaine scientists were called
upon for their expertise after they gamed
a national reputation for methods devel
oped to test potatoes for similar chemi
cals.
The tomato, developed by Calgene
Inc., is designed to provide vine-ripened
taste year-round. The tomato will be testmarketed in the Midwest and may be
available nationwide by the end of next
year.
After eight months of tests, Bushway
and Perkins found that the levels of
tomatine decreased substantially during
ripening of both commercially available
tomatoes and the new bio-engineered
variety.
Calgene researchers needed assur
ance that genetic tinkering wouldn't re
sult in higher levels of tomatine in their
tomatoes.

Cloning could create the
perfect Christmas tree
Almost everyone's idea of the perfect
Christmas tree—nice shape, full
branches, rich color, and needles that
stay on the tree—is just a few years away
under a program to "clone" the very best
of the Northeast's balsam firs
12 MAINE
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Researchers studying sea
urchins in Gulf of Maine
UMaine researchers are studying eco
nomic and biological issues important to
sustain sea urchins in the Gulf of Maine,
now the state's second-largest fishery.
A $30,000 gift from Seafood Atlantic,
the largest exporter of Maine sea urchin
roe, will support studies by James Wil
son, professor of resource economics,
Established about a decade ago by and Robert Vadas, professor of botany.
Wilson is concentrating on the eco
Maxwell McCormack, a UMaine research
nomic
issues for divers, processors, and
professor of forest resources, the pro
support
industries. Management recom
gram now includes two seed orchards in
mendations,
including the organization
the state set aside for genetically supe
of
a
harvesters'
association, will be in
rior Christmas trees.
!
cluded
in
the
one-year
project. Graduate
Based on a rigid evaluation system
student
Ed
Eshleman
is
conducting the
developed by McCormack, profession
als select outstanding trees from through field work.
Vadas and graduate student Tim
out the Northeast—the one tree out of a
hundred thousand—that meet all the Dowling will examine the effects of size,
requirements. Selections now include 40 sexual maturity, spawning grounds, and
to 50 of the very best trees, including seasons on productivity.
"We are trying to confirm the pat
progeny from a Vermont tree that was
handpicked for the White House in 1967. terns of reproduction along the coast,"
The scions, or branch tips, are grafted Vadas says. "There appear to be differ
onto suitable root stock in Maine to re ences between the western part of the
produce and preserve the genetic state and the downeast part of the state.
makeup of the parent trees. Once well- If so, it might be possible to have a stag
established, the potted greenhouse seed gered harvest season "
Another area to be addressed is the
lings are then planted in a pattern to
encourage cross pollination in either of size and age when urchins first mature,
the two seed orchards set aside for the which could affect minimum-size regu
program. The separate locations safe lations, Vadas says. The research will be
guard against loss from fire or poaching. available to the legislature as it consid
"We are after a consistent source of ers fishery management regulations to
high-quality material or certainly better conserve this resource in the future

I
Gray seals establish colony
on the Maine coast
The first births of gray seals in Maine
represent a new species of marine mam
mal for the state and raise questions about
the factors that lured them from their
traditional Canadian breeding grounds
and about their impact, according to Uni
versity of Maine wildlife researchers who
recently documented the presence of 39
gray seal pups on a mid-coast
island.
Since gray seals have fi
delity to a pupping site, gen
erations of this Maine colony
are expected to return to the
island during January and
February to give birth and
breed a few weeks later. The
new Maine gray seals prob
ably originated from a colony
off the coast of Newfound
land where they are much
more prevalent, according to
James Gilbert, UMaine pro
fessor of wildlife resources,
who has been involved in seal
research since the early 1970s.
The gray seals which are
found only in the North At
lantic, join a growing popu
lation of the familiar harbor seals. Durmg the 1970s, no more than 80 seals
would be sighted at various times in
Maine, according to Gilbert, but the num
bers have been increasing during the
past 10 years. Last summer, researchers
noticed more gray seals than usual, with
harbor seals along the Maine coast, which
led to the search for pups this winter.
The current seal research, funded by
National Marine Fisheries Service and
Maine's Coastal Oil Cleanup Fund, in
cooperation with the state Department
of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, includes
studies on both harbor and gray seals.
Through surveys and counts by plane
and boat, Gilbert and wildlife graduate
student Mary Kay Kenney track the mi
gration and whereabouts of seals at dif
ferent times of the year and provide in
formation for use in planning oil spill
responses.

Seals in the U.S. are protected by the
Marine Mammal Protection Act enforced
by the National Marine Fisheries Ser
vice.
The discovery of gray seals pupping
in Maine is a mixed blessing and will be
controversial, according to Gilbert. Seals
are an important part of the ecosystem,
and seal watching is a valuable recre
ational pastime and resource, Gilbert
points out. On the other hand, gray seals,
particularly the males, are much larger,

J

I

more aggressive, and a greater predator
on fish than harbor seals
Factors that led the gray seal to seek
a new pupping site might be a response
to changes in the type and availability of
food resources or a response to increased
protection.
"We think we're seeing a large in
crease in harbor seals, and those same
factors would attract gray seals," says
Kenney. She was the first to spot the gray
seal pupping site in early February.
UMaine's wildlife researchers will
continue to look for gray seals in other
sites next year. Counts of gray seals in
Maine during June 1993 ranged from a
low of 597 to a high of 1,221. The gray seal
research has included the coastal area
from Boothbay Harbor north, and the
harbor seal research has extended along
the entire Maine coast.

UMaine researchers seek
subjects for study of panic
attack and infertility
Assistant professor of psychology Sandra
Sigmon is looking for 20 women who
have experienced panic attacks to aid m
her researching whether a link exists be
tween an increase in such anxiety symp
toms and the menstrual cycle.
In her study, Sigmon
hopes to determine whether
such women become more
anxious at particular points
in their menstrual cycles.
Previous self-reporting by
women who experience
panic attacks has suggested
they increase in intensity the
week
preceding
the
women's period, she says.
Besides experiencing
panic attacks, participants
at this stage of the study
must be at least 18, pre
menopausal, and not preg
-rrifrju *•
nant. Later in her research,
Sigmon will be looking for
20 women who have not ex
perienced panic attacks to
study as a control group.
Sigmon is also looking for 16
couples with infertility problems to
study the differences in how men and
women cope with these problems.
Potential volunteers must have been
trying to conceive for at least a year with
out success and must have no adopted or
biological children.
Sigmon says that earlier gender
studies pertaining to coping with chronic
health problems found that men and
women typically use the same strategies
to cope as their first line of defense, but
what they do beyond that differs. Volun
teers will receive information at the end
of the study to help them cope construc
tively.
Anyone interested in volunteering
for the panic attack study can call 5812034. And those interested in participat
ing in the infertility study can contact
Sigmon at 581-2052.
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Raising
The
Standard
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High school seniors are
starting to realize that

the old assumption
"I can always get into

Maine" just isn't true
anymore.
vr:
I

hen President Fred Hutchin the number of high school seniors de
son '53 arrived two years ago, creasing every year, due to a lower na
the University of Maine was tional birth rate in the 1970s, the presi
in a challenging financial positiondent
Tough
says the University of Maine needs
decisions had to be made. For the admis to be more selective so it does not run the
sions office those tough decisions trans risk of admitting individuals who are
lated into quality improvement.
unmotivated. Admitting students into
Quality improvement for the admis the university who are not interested in
sions office has meant raising the aca academic excellence only weakens the
demic admission standing. Doing this overall college experience for everyone
has entailed two major steps: raising the
"We need to try to influence the top
academic standards for acceptance and end (of graduating seniors) to say 'yes' at
capping enrollment at 11,000, which is a higher rate," says Joyce Henckler ’67,
about 1,300 fewer students than UMaine assistant vice president for enrollment
served in 1992-1993.
management. Targeting the upper 20
From the day Hutchinson took over percent of high school graduates is the
goal of the admissions office
was set for raising the academic quality
Eliminating unmotivated students
of the student body He doesn't want not only increases the quality of the aca
UMaine falling into the trap it did back in demic programs, it also allows for a more
the '80s of accepting students merely for streamlined operation, which saves
the sake of increasing the roster. With money.

Toward that goal, the admissions
office has worked tirelessly to get the
message out that UMaine has a lot to
offer prospective students
"Many people in the state take the
quality of the academic experience here
for granted," Henckler explains "Be

W

»

its virtues, people don't always know
they exist"
And because the University of Maine
has tried to be an institution for students
with diverse academic backgrounds, it
has earned the reputation of being easy
to get into According to Bill Munsey '60,
associate director for undergraduate ad
missions, one reason UMaine has a higher
acceptance rate than many other New
England colleges is because UMaine not
only admits students to four-year degree
programs, but to two-year degree pro
grams as well
I
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"We've gained the reputation of
having a higher acceptance rate and a
lower academic quality than other New
England colleges, which in essence is not
true," Munsey argues. "What happens is
that students who don't qualify for our
four-year degree programs are offered
admission to our two-year programs.
Unfortunately, college guidebooks don't
make a distinction between our fouryear and two-year degree programs, so
our acceptance statistics do look higher."
Henckler says the admissions staff
is working to change UMaine's image.
But she adds that, to be effective, she
needs the help of everyone across cam
pus. "I think the hard work is paying off
and people are starting to sec UMaine in
a new light," she says.
After talking to various high school
guidance counselors around the stale, it
would seem that Hencklcr's perception

is correct. Word is getting around that there is a higher expectation of perfor
UMaine isn't all that easy to get into mance than some students realize and
anymore. According to Houlton High that comes to fruition when they get
School director of guidance Jon Turner, here."
Frequently, students do not have
there is no doubt in his mind or his
colleagues' in northern Maine that the realistic ideas about what the University
standards at the university are more strin of Maine can offer, so a top priority for
gent now than compared to five years Henckler and her staff has been to get out
and talk to guidance counselors, par
ago.
"In the last year students have ents, and students about the MAINE ex
started hearing that
perience. The admis
some of their friends
sions team spent the
haven't been ac
better part of last fall
cepted at UMaine
visiting high schools
"I talked to a
and that is beginning
around the state talk
to shake the kids up,"
ing about the univer
senior just this
Turner says. Young
sity and the depth of
people are starting to
resources available in
morning who
realize that if they
Orono.
don't adequately
"I personally
didn't get into
prepare for college,
have been kept
they won't get in—
abreast
of
the
even to the Univer
changes happening
UMaine for the fall
sity of Maine
at UMaine," says
"Although we
Paul Mondor, a guidsemester.
have been telling stu
ance counselor at
dents this for quite a
Thornton Academy
And he is
while," Turner says,
in Southern Maine.
"it does not sink in
"Doing less and do
flabbergasted."
until they see their
ing it better makes
friends getting re
more sense to me
jected."
than trying to be evDirector of guidance from SAD #22 erything to everybody."
In the last year the admissions office
Dr. Stephen Haggan agrees. "I talked to
a senior just this morning who didn't get has instituted or revamped a number of
into UMaine for the fall semester And he programs to better tailor the message
they want to send out. For instance, the
is flabbergasted."
According to both Haggan and Maine Scholars Achievement Program,
Turner, the majority of students are well which is a consolidation of the Maine
aware of the changing admission stan Scholars Program and the Academic
dards at Orono, but there are always a Achievement Award Program, was re
few who think they won't be affected. cently held at UMaine for the first time.
But the standards are changing and it The top four students from each high
takes a few years for these new proce school in Maine were invited to attend. If
any of the students involved in this pro
dures to evolve.
gram
decide to come to UMaine, they
"I have met with Munsey a number
will
receive
a $1,000 scholarship.
of times and have been kept apprised of
"The
response
to the Maine Scholars
the evolving admission changes at
Achievement
Program
was very favor
UMaine. But the program is still in flux:
able,"
Henckler
says.
"We
had 131 schools
it is not something you can do over
participating
in
the
program
and more
night," Haggan says.
than
300
of
the
500
nominees
attended."
Henckler is willing to wait. "I think
In addition to hosting various events
people need a more realistic perspective
of what their academic experience will like the University Showcase, which of
be like here at UMaine. The reality is that fers students who are accepted to UMaine
SPRING/SUMMER1994 15
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an opportunity to see the university in
action by attending classroom and labo
ratory activities, UMaine is also the site
for the Johns Hopkins Center for Tal
ented Youth Celebration of Talent Pro
gram and the Odyssey of the Mind state
competition. These two programs bring
the best and brightest middle school and
high school students to the university
and give these young individuals a
glimpse of what life is like at the Orono
campus.
The admissions office has also tried
to consolidate and simplify the informa
tion it sends to high schools. In addition
to the 250 alumni ambassadors that serve
as spokespeople for the University of
Maine at high school college nights, the
admissions office sends out a newsletter
three times a year to guidance counse
lors throughout the state. And for the
past couple of years, Henckler and her
staff have hosted a summer information
session for guidance counselors.
"What the University of Maine ad
missions office has done that's really neat
is they took all the different scholarships
they offer and put them together in a
concise package Information used to
trickle in here and we'd miss stuff,"
Mondor says. "Now the admissions of
fice has combined all their programs and
scholarships together in a way we can
easily present to the students "
In the past year, special awards and
aid packages have also been consolidated
and made more available to talented stu
dents on a nonneed basis.
"So now a quality student without a
high level of financial need has a better
chance of being offered a scholarship at
the university," Henckler says.
An example of one such award is the
First-Year Academic Recognition Award,
initiated by President Hutchinson in the
Spring of '93 to attract the top students in
Maine Students in the top 10 percent of
their high school classes, who have al
ready been approved admission to the
university, may receive $2,000 above and
beyond their current financial aid pack
age. Students in the top 20 percent could
receive a $1,000 award. These merit schol
arships target students who are four times
as likely to go away to school as they are
16 MAINE

Big Changes in the SAT
his spring, the SAT is undergoing a number of changes, includ
ing the adoption of a new name Taken by high school juniors
and seniors across the country, the test will now be called the Scholas
tic Assessment Test rather than the Scholastic Aptitude Test. The new
name reflects a change in philosophy at the College Board, the
organization which sponsors the SAT The test now emphasizes
thinking and the ability to use information more than memorization
Some of the major changes include

T

Math Section
1 Calculators may now be used
2 Of the 60 questions, 10 will be short answer rather than multiple
choice The student will be expected to write the answer in and then
express the answer on a grid
Verbal Section
1. Reading comprehension will comprise half of this section
The passages will be longer and more interesting to read.
2 Vocabulary will be tested in context through the readings The
section on antonyms, or word opposites, which was used on the old
test, has been dropped
___

t

The SAT score is used as a determining factor by college admissions
departments. However, no school looks at the SAT exclusively
"The most valid determinant of success in college for us appears to be
success in high school," said Joyce Henckler ’67, assistant vice presi
dent for enrollment management at UMaine
1 .

Tips for taking the SAT
1. Save time by knowing the directions for the test before you get to the
test center
2 Answer the questions you know first; then go back and work on the
harder questions
3. Guess wisely; if you can rule out one or two options as obviously
wrong you increase your odds of guessing correctly.
4. You can omit questions and still do well; go back later if you have
time.
5. Mark only one answer for each question and completely fill in the
oval.
1
6. Always be sure you are answering the right question, especially if
you have skipped a question.

to attend UMaine: The University of
Maine, for this group of students, may be
a second or third choice
While guidance counselors from
around the state applaud the efforts the
admissions office is making, there are
some words of caution mixed in as well.
"I think it is wonderful that the Uni
versity of Maine wants to raise the stan
dards," Haggan says, "but I am hoping
that the university doesn't do away with
any of the remaining two year degree
programs. In their attempts to stiffen up
the admission standards, I am afraid Uni
versity College is going to be further hurt
or killed and that worries me. There is a
great need for it and I hope the Univer
sity of Maine realizes this."
Joyce Henckler '67
Mondor, likewise, is concerned for I
the students that fall around the perim
eter. "There has to be some type of safety
net for those students who fall along the
"The reality is that
edges and I hope that the other campuses
can somehow absorb them," he says.
there is a higher
Haggan also has concerns that in the
future UMaine will place a greater em
expectation of
phasis on SAT scores and even institute
a SAT cutoff.
performance than
"To put too much emphasis on SAT
scores is ridiculous because they are the
least best indicator of success at the col
some students realize."
lege level," Haggan says. "If it comes to
using a SAT cutoff number at UMaine, I
think it will be detrimental to the stu
as work, volunteer service, and family
dents."
UMaine's Munsey agrees. "The SAT responsibilities.
"Students should make sure they
is only one factor in considering a stu
dent for acceptance to UMaine," he states. are performing at their best academic
"Because the university draws from a level," Henckler advises. "Performance
diverse socio-economic population of in high school is highly correlated to
students, giving the SAT score too much college performance, so that is one of the
weight would close the door to a large most significant criteria for getting into
segment of the Maine and New England college."
The admissions team, however,
student population "
That is not to say SAT scores aren't makes decisions based on individual
important. Just last spring the university cases, as well. "In the last few years, we
raised the minimum recommended SAT have seen more and more students hav
score for admission into most of its pro ing other demands besides school. We
grams between 50 and 100 points. But are seeing more high school students
the SAT remains only one of many fac working to help their families. So we
tors considered. UMaine also considers a need to take into consideration a student's
student's performance in high school and other commitments, as well: Because of
their academic consistency, their rank in work and home responsibilities, some
class, guidance counselor recommenda students have less time for school."
tions, and extracurricular activities such
Although high school students
A *

oftentimes have job and family obliga
tions, Henckler advocates preparing for
college as early as possible.
"By the time a student has made it to
middle school," Henckler says, "many
of them have the option of taking high
school classes. Students should seize
these opportunities. I don't think it is too
early or rushing a student to challenge
themselves by taking these tougher
courses."
Many Maine guidance counselors
agree with Henckler. Turner's district,
SAD #29, runs workshops for seventh
graders and their parents detailing the
courses a student needs to take through
out their high school years to get into
college. And UMaine admissions staff
have also made themselves available to
come and talk to students about prepar
ing for college.
"We are finding that we have to
address academic success more fervently
because if students don't prepare them
selves with the right courses, they will
suffer when it comes time for college,"
Haggan says.
If a student doesn't prepare academi
cally with the right number of science,
math, English, and language courses in
high school, getting into college nowa
days—even UMaine—will prove more
difficult.
"Just this past week," Mondor re
calls, "I had a kid who was a relatively
good student get accepted into the twoyear liberal studies program, rather than
her major, which surprised me. This was
the first indication I had of how competi
tive UMaine is becoming. It was sort of a
reality check for me."
Slowly this image of UMaine as a
safe, easy school to get into is changing.
And if Henckler has anything to say
about it, good students will seriously
consider the University of Maine as a
college option.
"Students that perhaps might have
attended a private university in the past
are now coming here because they are
realizing the depth of the resources at
UMaine," Henckler says. "A lot of people
are realizing that public education is the
greatest national resource we have."
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A New Vision for the
Maine Woods
University of Maine professors Malcolm L. Hunter,
Jr. and Robert Seymour propose a "New Forestry"

triad that would set aside land for publiclyowned reserves and intensive harvesting.

hen visitors travel to the for work Franklin stressed the value associ
ests of northern Maine, they ated with preserving old growth for
often think of it as a vast wil ests—values he thought were being com
derness. Indeed, Maine boasts promised
the larg by traditional plantation for
est block of unsettled industrial forest estry which basically advocates manage
land in the country, over 8 million acres. ment of every part of the forest, regardBut the reality is that very little of ■ less of age.
the North Woods is actual wilderness It
Franklin's philosophy struck a chord
is primarily a privately owned, managed with UMaine's Hunter
resource—with timber harvesting occur
"If we continue current forestry prac
ring over practically its entire range In tices in Maine, what you will have is a
fact, only 2 percent of this great forest is forest that is uniformly degraded
protected in publicly-owned reserves
throughout the state," Hunter says Both
The domination of public owner he and colleague Seymour also express
ship of the Maine forest disturbs envi concern about the forest's diminishing
ronmentalists who have long advocated productivity and its ability to sustain a
much larger tracts of protected forests in viable forest-based economy into the 21 st
the state. But the lack of reserves is also a century.
concern to many foresters and wildlife
"Because old (traditional) forestry
experts, including two University of ! practices advocate harvesting trees al
Maine professors who see it as a symp most everywhere in a forest, it fails to
tom of outdated and unwise forestry address society's concern that signifi
practices.
cant, representative parts of our land
As an alternative to those established scape remain in a wild, unmanaged
practices, professors Malcolm L Hunter, state," Seymour says. "On this count, old
Jr and Robert Seymour are proposing a forestry is nonsustainable by definition."
new vision for the Maine woods which
As an alternative to traditional
was inspired by a concept known as New forestry's extensive management con
Forestry
cept, the UMaine professors are propos
New Forestry first took root in the ing a New Forestry triad model for the
public forests of the Pacific Northwest. Maine forests. They believe such a model
The concept developed after a report in could maintain timber productivity
American% Forests by prominent forest without threatening critical old-growth
ecologist Jerry Franklin in 1989 In that I forests and the biodiversity they

W
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shelter. Both Seymour and
Hunter are convinced the idea
can work in the Northeast, but
they admit that its implementa
tion here will be more difficult
than in states like Washington
and Oregon where most of the
forest is owned by the federal
government. By contrast, 95 per
cent of the Maine forest is under
private ownership.
The first part of the
Seymour/Hunter triad would
involve intensive, high-productivity tree plantations on about
10 percent of the forest with good
soil and water conditions but
with no special ecological value.
These plantations would imple
ment herbicide spraying, mono
culture
growing,
and
clearcutting techniques to maxi
mize output. In fact, Seymour
estimates that high-intensity
plantations can triple the yields
of traditional extensive practices.
Another 10 percent of the
forest would be acquired by the
government or groups such as
the Nature Conservancy and left
as natural reserves. Sites would
be chosen for their biological di
versity and ecological impor
tance, and would include areas
representative of all of Maine.
Reserves would be left in a natu
ral state and would be off-limits
to any logging activity and all
but low-impact recreational ac
tivities. These areas would also
provide laboratories for research
projects to examine the impact
of logging and other activities.
The third part of the triad
would involve the vast majority
of Maine's forests. On these
lands, application of New For
estry practices would gradually
be substituted for traditional, ex
tensive management techniques.
More ecologically-sensitive
methods would let natural fac
tors such as fire and storms cre
ate a diverse forest and timber
harvests would be more surgi

cal, aimed at stimulating the growth of
new trees and preserving some of the
old. Clearcutting and spraying would be
limited and traditional recreational ac
tivities would be allowed to continue.
By including both significant re
serves and high-intensity plantations,
Seymour and Hunter hope to avoid the
polarization that occurred in the North
west (remember the spotted owl?) and to
present a compromise model that no side
would consider ideal, but that all sides
could accept.
And although theSeymour/Hunter
plan would seem to partly satisfy all
constituencies, reaction to the idea has
drawn some skepticism, particularly
from those in the forestry industry With
so much of the North Woods under pri
vate ownership, the industry has long
been wary of any move toward public
reserves, fearing that it would lead to
large scale public acquisition.
"The forest industry's worst fear
appears to be the possibility of growing
political and public support for vast setasides, such as the Wilderness Society's
1989 proposal for a 2.7 million-acre North
Woods reserve," Seymour says. "Pro
posals for a system of smaller ecological
reserves are seen as simply a 'foot in the
door.'"
Seymour believes that the best way
for the industry to avoid any large-scale
public aquisition is to adopt a long-term
approach to forest stewardship that
would embrace a recognition that every
acre of forest land does not need to be
under active management and that cer
tain ecologically valuable lands need to
be left in their natural state.
"Continuing old forestry practices
until its nonsustainability is self-evident
could discredit any sort of forestry, old
or new, as exploitation," Seymour adds.
Further skepticism from the forestry
industry involves the cost of implement
ing high-intensity plantations. There is
little disagreement that the current ex
tensive management practices are less
expensive than intensive methods, but
Seymour and Hunter believe that when
looked at as a package, their triad plan
would be cost-effective for the forest
products industry.
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One way to offset the funds needed on fewer, more intensively managed
for investment in the intensive tree plan acres, it will free other areas to be pre
tations would be the sale of valuable served without a threat to wood supplies
ecological or recreational areas to the and the state economy.
public or to the Nature Conservancy.
The New Forestry concept has in
"Selling off land for the reserves spired Malcolm Hunter and his wife, i
would more than make up for the ex Aram Calhoun, to work on applying the
pense involved in intensive plantation triad management idea to other ecosys
farming," Seymour says.
tems—in particular grasslands and
But not everyone is convinced that aquatic systems. He notes that the probthe forest industry would find
enough economic incentive to in
vest in intensive plantation man
agement.
"Without a big incentive to
"I find it tragic that the
actively and intensively manage
plantations I don't think landown
ers are going to do that," Thomas
most magnificent
Doak '79, assistant director of the
Maine Forest Service told the
forests that ever stood in
Maine Sunday Telegram. Another
concern he has with the Seymour/
Maine and elsewhere
Hunter plan concerns the future
viability of intensive tree planta
now live largely in
tions. With a more environmentally-aware public, Doak thinks
photographs."
herbicide use and clearcutting
could become politically unaccept
able on any site
Indeed one of the environ
mentalists' objections to the New For lems with both of those ecosystems is
estry triad is the idea of intensive herbi comparable to the Northeast forest—
cide and clear-cutting practices, even if namely over-extensive harvesting and
it occurs on just 10 percent of the land. too little area left for reserves But he
But they also worry that once intensive adds that it is more difficult to get people
harvesting is undertaken and shown to concerned with those areas because the
be successful, the plantations might public cannot see the damage as easily as
spread.
( they can with a clear-cut, degraded for
Seymour and Hunter do not see that est.
!
happening.
"The trouble with both these sys
"If this fear of plantation forestry tems (grasslands and aquatic) is that we
were real," Seymour says, "it would al look out and we don't see the conse
ready be well under way, as it is on the quences of our current practices," Hunter
timberlands in the Pacific Northwest and says. "If you go to Mt. Desert Island and
southern United States " He adds that a look out over a lake or the open ocean,
moderate application of monoculture everything looks great—you can't see
practices would benefit both sides of the the problem. But underneath the water
debate—it would save the forest indus something far worse than clearcutting is
try from future wood shortages and it taking place."
might be the only way for the environ
Hunter believes that far too much
mental community to get significant re extensive harvesting is taking place in
serves without causing economic hard our lakes, rivers, and oceans, and he
ship. As Seymour notes, that seeming would like to see a triad model similar to
paradox makes sense when you under the New Forestry idea applied to aquatic
stand that if you supply timber demands systems.
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"What is needed is more intensive
aquaculture in limited areas, more re
serves where no fishing would take place,
and a vast middle area where controlled,
more ecologically-sensitive fishing could
take place," he says
Whatever the ecosystem, Hunter and
Seymour maintain the practices of exten
sive over-harvesting have to come to an
end very soon. If they don't there will be
heavy economic and ecological con
sequences.
"The momentum of old for
estry practices will soon, within a
decade, extend roads and harvest
ing to the remaining long-undis
turbed tracts, rendering them much
less valuable for future scientific
inquiry," Seymour says. "I find it
tragic that the most magnificent
forests that ever stood in Maine
and elsewhere now live largely in
photographs."
The Seymour/Hunter triad
will get a chance to be applied to a
real forest beginning this summer
The College of Natural Resources,
Forestry, and Agriculture dean,
Bruce Wiersma '64, has received
funding for a forest ecology re
search program on the old Penobscot
Experimental Forest in Bradley Seymour
believes it is an ideal place for the experi
ment because a good part of the forest
has already been harvested.
There will even be economic de
mands placed on the project since the
college is charged with generating in
come for scholarships from its manage
ment of the forest
And so the New Forestry triad will
be tested and perhaps will soon answer
some of the skeptics' questions. Until
then, the idea remains as Seymour says,
"an ivory tower vision." But it is a vision
that has people talking, and that after all
was the UMaine professors' original pur
pose.
"Our main goal was to get people
talking," Seymour says. "You can go any
where now and people are talking about
the triad. The idea is out there. This might
not be the solution. But if the discussions
of this idea lead to the solution, then that
will be a tremendous accomplishment."
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Can Soccer Score in
the Good Old USA?
Black Bear coaches and players are hoping that
the excitement over the World Cup will translate
to increased interest in soccer at UMaine.

By Chad Finn '94
rom Spain to Argentina and
But proponents of the game think
everywhere in between, no soccer's savior in the states will arrive
sport elicits more passion from this summer Beginning on July 18, the
its followers than the game of U.S. will host the World Cup, unques
soccer. It is truly the world's pastime, a tionably the single most anticipated
marvelous exhibit of athletic and intel- sporting event in the world Its signifi
lectual skill watched, played—inhaled, cance outside the U.S. can't be overstated,
even—by millions of rabid fans around as Bob Ryan of the Boston Globe so clev
the globe.
erly articulated in a column on Decem
But not in the United States. At least, ber 19, 1993. "It is an event of such sur
not to the fervorous extent that occurs in passing international importance that we
One thing everyone agrees on is that
other nations. Sure, soccer draws some in America really don't have any compa the World Cup is the best chance—per
interest here, as evidenced by the thou rable reference point," Ryan wrote. "Per haps the final chance—for soccer to find
sands of youth leagues that have sprung haps if you combined the Super Bowl, its niche in the States. "It is a very impor
up from coast to coast Due to the fact the Final Four and the Indiana State high ! tant time in the history of soccer in the
that it is relatively inexpensive, more school basketball tournament, we'd come United States," UMaine women's soccer
kids in the U.S. play organized soccer close. Perhaps."
j coach Diane Boettcher said
than any other sport except for basket- '
The U S. Soccer Federation is hop
Count University of Maine sopho
ball. And women's soccer is the fastest more soccer standout Jake Ouimet among ing for just that "We'll sell out all 52
growing sport in intercollegiate athlet those optimistic that the World Cup will games, have wonderful television rat
ics—59 NCAA institutions added teams be a success in the U.S
ings, and look back on a great month,"
just this season.
"I think by the time the final is USSF President Alan Rothenberg said in
In spite of these encouraging signs, played, it will be a bigger deal than the an August 25,1991, article in the Hartford
the truth is, in the athletic food-chain in Super Bowl," Ouimet said. "It's a month Courant "The critics are going to have to
this country, soccer is gobbled up by the long event, and I think the interest is just eat an awful lot of humble pie "
big money-making sports like football, going to build and build up to that final
Judging by the history of soccer in
basketball, baseball and hockey. Sports game."
this country, Rothenberg shouldn't be so
that have pro leagues. Sports that have
Others are a bit more skeptical. "The sure.
rich television contracts. Soccer has nei World Cup isn't going to cause a soccer
UMaine's Jim Dyer was among the
ther. It is a game still searching for its craze overnight," UMaine men's soccer first wave of American-born kids to par
identity in American culture, fighting coach Scott Atherley ’91G said "It's some ticipate in soccer. His interest developed
uphill against sports that have had as thing that's going to take time if it is to long before this generation of youth
much as a century-long head start
leagues, soccer as a suburban game and
find its place in this country "
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or been involved for any be doing a lot of profiles of the players, a
length of time," said lot of facial shots so you get to know the
Dyer, now 46 "I've players," Ouimet said "If the U.S. does
grown up with it, and well, those guys will be the heroes. It will
I've probably had the be a lot like the Olympics, I think "
desire for it a lot longer
A successful pro league would also
than most people in this have a strong impact on the grassroots
country."
levels of soccer in the United States, es
Indeed,
Dyer pecially monetarily. Boettcher has her
played on some ethnic own theory on how the pros could help
club teams—the true support and develop players in the lower
founding fathers of the levels of the sport.
game
in
North
"The pro league could put money
America—in the early into college programs and youth leagues
'60s, moved on to play at to help develop prospects," she explains.
college powerhouse "Then, we'd have a broader base of soc
Connecticut later in the cer talent, and a trickle-up effect would
decade, and witnessed be in place for the pro leagues because, in
the beginning of the turn, their money would effectively be
youth boom at the be going into developing future pros."
ginning of the '70s. In
It could happen. The World Cup
his opinion, the problem has come to the U.S. at a time when
with soccer in America interest in soccer should be blossoming.
stems from its lack of a Atherley's generation of soccer baby
solid place in our his boomers are now adults in their late '20s
tory.
and early '30s, the first group of Ameri
"It's not at the level cans to grow up with the game. Logi
that football or baseball cally, they should be the first generation
are at in this country be of adult soccer fans as well.
Yet, for some reason, that doesn't
cause it's not a part of
our society or culture," appear to be the case. A recent survey
Dyer explained.
I showed that a mere 13 percent of Ameri
a team at every high school For him, it
Bob Ryan, ever the cynic, put it more cans are even aware that the World Cup
was a way to pass the time in the fall
bluntly in his Globe column. "Here in will be in the U.S in the first place, let
"I was a baseball player/7 remem America, we have the greatest smorgas alone familiar with any of the players.
bers Dyer "That was my first love But bord of sports entertainment to be found Many fans find the lack of scoring in the
when that was over at the end of the anywhere in the world, and we have game unappealing. Changes have been
summer, I needed something to do. I relegated soccer to its rightful place." discussed, including recent talk of widgrew up in Connecticut, a pretty pro- I Ouch.
j ening the goals to promote more widegressive state as far as soccer is con
However, Atherley, a product of the open, high-scoring games—talk that
cerned, and some of my friends were inaugural generation of youth league Ouimet finds preposterous.
already playing. They needed a goalie, players in the '70s, thinks there is room in
"Anybody who has ever played the
and since I was an infielder at baseball, I our society for another major sport— game and understands the real beauty
figured I'd try it. I really liked it."
and intellect it takes to set up a goal or
providing a couple of things happen.
So much so that it eventually be
"We need a major professional soc make a good defensive play is opposed
came an integral part of his adult life. cer league to develop, one with a solid to that completely," Ouimet said. "That's
Prior to becoming an associate athletic television contract," Atherley said. "Right I just ignorance in understanding what
director at UMaine this year, Dyer was now, there is no one analogous to Michael the game is all about."
the Black Bear's men's soccer coach for Jordan that kids can look up to and idol
Dyer thinks ignorance is too strong
11 seasons He still assists Atherley— ize in soccer because there is no pro a word, but he agrees with Ouimet's
one of his former captains—with the league and no TV coverage. We need basic point. "It's more a lack of under
UMaine program, and his love for the heroes to develop "
standing about what is taking place,"
game still burns strong.
Ouimet thinks that could be one of Dyer said. "People who have played the
"It's a tremendously special, won the benefits of the World Cup's televi game understand things and get excited
derful game to those who have played it sion coverage in the U.S. "I imagine they'll about things that someone who hasn't
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"Can that happen here? Honestly, I
teams like UMaine.
played wouldn't."
don't
know. But if any country can pull it
"I
don't
think
it
necessarily
is
going
And Atherley: "There aren't a large
off,
without
a long history in the sport,
to
increase
our
attendance,"
Atherley
said
number of people who understand the
it's
the
United
States."
"But
in
the
long
run,
if
the
World
Cup
is
game. Americans appreciate scoring, the
So
what
will
it take for soccer to
a
success
—
and
I
think
it
will
be
—
maybe
entertainment and appeal that a sport
make
it
in
the
United
States, to rise to the
businessmen
of
my
generation
who
grew
like football provides. They need to be
level
of
baseball
and
football
and basket
up
playing
in
those
first
youth
leagues
come more aware of the technical abilities
ball
in
the
American
consciousness?
A
might
decide
it
is
a
worthy
investment."
and skills the players have in order to
I number of things, all of which may be
I
appreciate the game more."
possible ... in time.
> “
ut Atherley's theory seems far off
Atherley is reminded of that lack of
"A lot needs to happen over the
After all, the kids who grew up in
appreciation for the game every time his
those soccer youth leagues are now next couple of years," Atherley says. "As
team trots onto Alumni Field for a home i
match. It's not that the fans who are there 30-something businessmen who have tempting as it is, we can't use the World
are indifferent to the game and its intrica made conscious efforts not to invest in Cup to force soccer into everyone's faces "
First and foremost among those
cies. "Our fans are very supportive and their childhood diversion. The fact is,
knowledgeable," Atherley said It's just despite the contention that tickets are things is a requirement that U.S. fans
that there simply aren't very many of very hard to come by for the World Cup, become aware of the beauty of the game,
the question as to whether the generic to understand the zeal that Atherley,
them there
Wander over to the UMaine soccer American sports fan will care about the Boettcher, Ouimet, Dyer and thousands
field (For those of you familiar only with World Cup is still very much up in the of others already feel.
"Fans need to grow up as players,
American football, it's the small patch of air. Will the average Couch Potato Joe
green behind UMaine's 10,000 seat foot even watch the games on TV, let alone then keep the love affair with the game
ball stadium.) sometime when Jake attend them in person? Who knows. In even when they are older and not play
Ouimet and Co. or Boettcher's gang are in deed, skeptics think there is only one ing anymore," Dyer said.
A successful pro league is also a
action Chances are you'll see a fast-paced, reason the World Cup was awarded to
high-spirited game between two polished the U S.—and clearly, it's not its soccer necessity, not only for role-model devel
and skilled teams. Chances are you'll also fan base It's that other All-American opment and television exposure, but to
keep people like Ouimet in the game
see a few girlfriends or boyfriends, a hand pastime—greed
Wrote the Globe's Ryan, "FIFA, the when their college careers are over. "We
ful of parents and a few obscure diehard
soccer fans sitting in the battered wooden soccer governing body, granted the have kids at UMaine who could play at a
bleachers along the sideline. But that's it. World Cup to the United States not as a higher level," Ouimet said, "if only there
If the crowd numbers 50, it must be a big reward, but as a shallow marketing ploy, was a higher level to play at."
And finally, yes, the World Cup does
game; over a hundred, and you're prob i . The World Cup is coming to America
ably watching something other than a because this country represents a hot need to catch the attention of the average
American sports fan Then, people with
soccer game.
new marketing territory."
Boettcher is complimentary of the
Atherley is not as cynical as Ryan or money and clout will invest in the game,
small number of UMaine fans. But she Leggat, but he isn't blind either. He real figuring that the success of the World
doubts the numbers will grow as a direct izes the U.S's big bank accounts helped Cup might translate into other success
result of the World Cup.
them to win the right to host the Cup ful soccer-related ventures. But, as
"The people that do come are very over a number of soccer-crazy, econonu- Atherley says, the Cup can't be forced on
the fan; rather, they have to develop their
enthusiastic and are the epitome of what cally-poor nations
good fans should be," Boettcher said.
"Of course money had a lot to do own interest, and maintain that interest
"And to an extent, I've seen the support with it," he said. But Atherley optimisti in the sport when the Cup ends
Of course, a strong showing in the
grow over the past few years. I hope and cally believes that money will only help
Cup by the home team wouldn't hurt
believe that it will continue to increase make it an even bigger success.
over the next few years, not only at the
"The World Cup is a great event, either. Their chance to capture the
University of Maine, but for the game at and I think (FIFA) realized that we mar hearts—and pocketbooks—of Americans
every level. But I don't think the fact that ket an event first class in this country," begins on July 18. After that, time will
the U.S. is hosting the World Cup is he said "I've been over to Europe and only tell whether the United States will
going to have any tremendous impact." seen the thousands and thousands of , join the worldwide passion for soccer.
Her counterpart with the Black Bear fans who sing and cheer at those games. And perhaps Maine fans will discover
men's team agrees, but thinks that the It's just wild. It's unlike anything here, that there is another great game going on
between Mahaney Diamond and Alumni
World Cup will at least generate enough just a wonderful festive atmosphere."
interest in the U.S. to lead to a scenario
Atherley pauses a moment, then Field
that will indirectly benefit college level speaks again.
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Tackling
the "What
Ifsf'
of the
I
Universe

J ’

Astronomer Neil Comms'

new book is a success

with both critics and the
public.
I

University of Maine astronomy professor Neil Comins.

niversity of Maine physics and plained to him that astronomers were
astronomy professor Neil always looking at the world in the same
Comins has answered some of way; they never looked at the world from
points of view.
those probing questions we asked asdifferent
chil
"Within a few seconds, the ques
dren. In a new book, he examines the
factors that spawned life on Earth and tion, 'Well, what if the moon didn't ex
ist?' came into my mind," Comins said.
then asks "What if...?"
This book isn't for children, though; He couldn't get the idea out of his head;
Comins wrote this work of "speculative new "what lfs" came up everyday and,
in the end there were more "what ifs"
astronomy" for an adult audience.
What If the Moon Didn't Exist? Voy than he could answer in the book.
"I think that the ability of a human
ages to Worlds the Earth Might Have Been,
being
to ask 'what if' is one of the very
published by HarperCollins, hit book
fundamental
differences between us and
store shelves late last year Newbridge
other
animals,"
Comins said. "I believe it
Book Clubs selected it as a November
dual mam selection for the Astronomy really gives us the opportunity to pre
Book Club. The book was also taken by view our actions rather than just respond
Book of the Month as a November alter to instinct and to situations and to chem
nate and by Quality Paperback Book Club istry."
as a March alternate.
In his book, Comins surveys a num
While most people look at the Earth ber of scenarios that would exist if our
in terms of how it is, Comins examines solar system were different. For example,
how it came to be such a suitable planet if the moon were closer to the Earth, tides
for life and how it would be if its astro would be extreme and the planet would
nomical environment was different.
rotate more slowly, creating longer days,
Comins got the idea in 1990 when he says. Yet if the moon didn't exist at all,
his five-year-old son James started ask the earth would rotate three times faster
ing "what if" questions. Later that same than it does, causing shorelines to recede
year, Comins' colleague David Batuski, and the light thin membrane of atmo
an assistant professor of physics, com- sphere that sustains life on Earth to speed

U

up, creating powerful, sustained wind
storms.
Comms calls his work speculative
astronomy because he extrapolates his
"might-have-beens" from a factual base.
"It's speculative because the worlds in
my book don't exist," Comins says. But
all the scenarios in the book are based on
scientific principles.
What if the Moon Didn't Exist? will
appeal to fans of Steven Hawking and
other scientists writing on the edge of
science and speculation. Comins says he,
too, wrote his book "on the boundary
between fiction and science."
The book was marked as one of the
more promising releases of the season by
the Library Journal.
As evidence of the book's success,
Comins has appeared on PBS's Talk of
the Nation and Bill Thompson's USA
Today program on Sky Radio in Wash
ington, D.C. He was also interviewed by
the BBC and the London Daily Telegram.
In the book's final chapter Comins
switches from "what if" to "what could
be" as he speculates on what the future
holds for Earth. He takes a serious look at
the effects changes in the atmosphere,
such as ozone depletion, could produce.
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THE PRIDE OF
MAINE
I

San Francisco Giants pitching star Bill Swift '84
has won the hearts of the entire state of Maine. In turn,
he's never lost touch with his roots, or the people,

places, and values that helped him get to the top.

Story by Chad Finn '94
Photograph by Monty Rand

e is the pride of the Univer their players "
Alas, the Dodgers, whose centurysity of Maine, of the whole
What Swift has become, quite sim old rivalry with the Giants is one of the
state really He is the classic ply, is one of the premier starting pitch most storied and intense in sports his
story of the local boy who ers in all of baseball Last season, his tory, hammered San Francisco on the
made good—the kid from the typical second with the Giants after spending season's final day by a 12-1 score. Mean
Maine neighborhood in the typical Maine the first six years of his big league career while, the Braves won their final game,
I
town who, blessed with uncommon tal with the perennially poor Seattle Mari thereby clinching the division by a single
ent and the good ol' New England work ners, surpassed anything he could possi victory and earning the right to play the
ethic, found ultimate professional suc bly have imagined as a scrawny, rocket Philadelphia Phillies in the National
cess 3,000 miles away from his roots Yet armed South Portland High freshman League playoffs
it's at those roots, says Bill Swift — ace some 16 memorable years ago
Swift never got his chance to pitch
pitcher for the San Francisco Giants,
Swift, now 32, was a major reason his team to victory in that prospective
UMaine Class of 1984, South Portland why the Giants battled the favored At playoff with the Braves All he got was a
born and bred — where the true reasons ; lanta Braves down to the final day last winter's vacation a few weeks sooner
for his achievements he.
season for supremacy in the National than he had hoped
"I never would have become what I League West He won 21 games, includ
"I'm tired of the Braves and I'm
am if I didn't have the support of the ing a seven-inning, two-hit masterpiece tired of the chop," he said at the time,
people from Maine," Swift said. "Grow Sept 30 that boosted San Francisco into a referring to Atlanta's patented rallying
ing up in South Portland and learning first-place tie with Atlanta with four cry "I wanted to play Philadelphia. We
the game there, then going through the games remaining If the teams had fin- I beat them eight times this year I thought
Maine program under Coach (John) ished the regular-season deadlocked, the we would have had a pretty good shot at
Winkin, I was fortunate to play for champion would have been determined a trip to the World Series "
coaches who helped me get the most out in a one-game, winner-take-all-playoff
Instead, he took a trip back to Maine,
of my abilities. At every level I had great on the Giants' home turf, Candlestick ■ where later that week the state's favorite
teachers, people who really knew the Park Bill Swift would have pitched that son put aside his personal disappoint
game and imparted that knowledge on game
ment to pose for photos and mingle with

H
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160 fans who forked over a $100 fee to
participate in the Bill Swift Classic golf
tournament at the Penobscot Country
Club.
It was at that Oct. 9 tournament
(whose proceeds funded this year's Black
r Bear baseball team's spring trip to Cali
fornia) that the university decided it
would recognize Swift's accomplish
ments in a way that had never before
been done in the 109-year history of
UMaine baseball. They announced they
would retire Bill Swift's number.
Considering the distinguished back
ground of the UMaine baseball program,
Swift was humbled to hear his No. 8
jersey would be the first ever honored in
such a way. "It's definitely one of the
highlights of my career," he said. "It's
something I will never forget."
But the logical question seems to be,
What in Winkin's name took so long?
After all, scanning the UMaine record
book is like reading the script for a Bill
Swift highlight film. In his four years at
UMaine (1981-84), each of which culmi

nated with an appearance in the College
World Series, Swift set career marks for
wins (27), innings pitched (297) and
strikeouts (242), the latter two of which
have since been eclipsed. He also set
season marks for wins (10, 1982) and
complete games (9,1983) and established
a still-standing single-game standard for
strikeouts when he whiffed 17 Harvard
batters in a 1984 contest. With stats like
these, it's a wonder UMaine didn't retire
his number the exact second Swift re
tired his final collegiate hitter.
"We probably should have,"
laughed Winkin, who considers Swift
and fellow big leaguer Mike Bordick of
the Oakland A's to be the two most "spe
cial" ballplayers he has coached in his 20
years at UMaine. "He deserved it. God,
Bill was such a competitor. He always
wanted the ball in every big game, in
every situation. I don't have a doubt in
my mind that he would have beaten the
Braves if it had come down to that one
game. Even if he didn't have his best
stuff on that day, he would have found

some way to win. It's just the way he is."
The official retirement of Swift's jer
sey at a Hot Stove banquet in Bangor on
Sunday, Jan. 16, capped a weekend in
which nostalgia was the norm and words
of praise were commonplace. Not only
was it the University of Maine's time to
toast its greatest ballplayer ever; it was
an entire state's turn to salute a returning
hero.
"There is no athlete in recent years
that the people of Maine have taken into
their hearts like Billy Swift," said Jack
Dawson, a close friend of the Swift fam
ily and the master of ceremonies for
Swift's induction into the Maine Sports
Hall of Fame on Jan 14. "He has handled
all of his success with grace and humil
ity, and I think Maine people appreciate
that."
That appreciation was made loud
and clear during a number of events in
what turned out to be a busy — and
extremely emotional — weekend for
Swift.
For starters, that Friday Swift did
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something many modern-day primaand his father, the late Herb Swift Sr. at
donna athletes consider a burden, a
a public ceremony earlier in the evening.
waste of their precious time, but some
Understand that Herb Swift was
thing he sincerely considers to be one of
the driving force behind his son. Under
the fringe benefits of his job. He went to
stand also that he was his best friend.
three of his old schools in South Port
Their relationship was an unbreakable
land and spoke to the kids.
bond formed over many games of catch
Swift visited the Mahoney Middle
and many hours of talking baseball—a
School, the Memorial Middle School and
bond that flourished despite the fact
South Portland High School on his jour
that Herb had fourteen other Swift
ney. With each visit he deftly captured
mouths to feed.
the attention of wise-guy teenagers and
So when Bill, armed with the nearly
rosy-cheeked little girls with equal
unhittable sinker Herb had taught him,
"Swiftness." The mesmerized,
began to pitch his way to the top, first as
awestruck stares when he first
walked into each respective as
sembly quickly became raucous
"There is no athlete in recent
cheers when the kids realized
that there was a star in their
years that the people of
midst.
And the star was enjoying
Maine have taken into their
himself — even after the auto
graphs began to multiply by the
hearts like Bill Swift. He has
hundreds, a grin seemed perma
nently attached to Swift's often
handled all of his success
stoic face All in all, it was an
afternoon he said he won't soon
with grace and humility, and
forget.
"It was kind of weird," Swift
I think Maine people
said. "I had a lot of flashbacks
going back to the schools I used
appreciate that."
to attend. I mean, it's been 15,20
years now since I was a student
at those places, but when I
stepped back inside the doors I
felt like I was back in school, a kid again.
the ace for South Portand High, then for
I remember seeing a couple of boys i the Morrill American Legion team,
playing ball inside the gym, and I
UMaine, and the 1984 U.S. Olympic
thought, "Geez, that's me. That's me all
squad until he finally reached the bigs
those years ago."
with Seattle in 1985, there was no one
When Swift was one of those boys
more proud of his success than his fa
in the gym, could he ever have imag
ther.
ined he'd return home someday such a
Sadly, though, he didn't get to see
celebrity? Not a chance, he says.
his son's magical 1993 season On Jan 3,
"I guess every kid probably dreams
1993, Herb Swift Sr died unexpectedly
about it, but I never could have imag
He was 69.
ined anything like that," Swift said. "A
For Bill and the rest of his large,
celebrity71 guess I am, but I try not to let
close-knit family, it was time for both
it affect me. I'm humble, I hope. I'm still
grief and reflection. He thought about
the same person I have always been.
how difficult it would be to pitch a
I've just been fortunate to live my
brilliant game, then not have his father
dreams."
— who watched virtually every start on
Later that evening, another of
TV, thanks to the wonders of the satel
Swift's dreams came true — with friend
lite dish—there to answer his phone call
Dawson presiding, he was inducted into
afterward. He wondered if he would
the Maine Sports Hall of Fame at a cer
lose any of the joy he had always found
emony at the Italian Heritage Center in
just by playing the game. After all, he
Portland. It was a night filled with pre
had always competed for two; now it
cious memories and tributes, perhaps
was just for one. What would he do
none more poignant than the moment
without the man who not only was a
Swift was presented a portrait of him
loving father, but his pitching coach,
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teacher, friend, and most supportive
fan?
It was a painful process for Bill
Swift, one that revealed itself over a
seemingly endless number of sleepless
nights. Ironically, in the end, it took
some vintage words of wisdom from
Herb Swift himself to let his son know
how to approach his first season with
out him.
"I took a lot of time to sit back and
figure out what I had to do," Swift said.
"I remembered my father always tell
ing me that when things got rough, I
should keep my head above
water and keep fighting. So*
that's what I did."
It worked. Along with his
21 wins, Swift posted an im
pressive 2.82 earned run aver
age while striking out a career
best 157 hitters, numbers good
enough for second in the NL Cy
Young voting behind Atlanta's
Greg Maddux It was a season
that would have made Herb
Swift proud.
"Other than finishing sec
ond to the Braves, my only other
disappointment from the sea
son was that my dad couldn't
be there to watch it," Swift said.
"But I'm sure he was looking
down on me and smiling the
whole time."
That's one of the thoughts that ran
through his mind as he listened to one
testimonial after another about his tal
ent and character that January week
end. "Hearing all of the kind things
people I respect tremendously said
about me, I thought about how proud
my Dad would have been," Swift said
"I wished he could have been there in
more than just spirit."
Indeed, it was a weekend to remi
nisce for Swift. He thought about the
good times with his Dad and he thought
about the days when that little kid
throwing the ball around in the school
gym was him He considered where he
had been in the past and where he would
be in the future."I think I've got a few
good years left," he said in his typical
understated fashion. And perhaps most
of all, he thought about his days at
UMaine
"I've had some wonderful experi
ences in my life, but they say the best
four years of your life are when you are
in college I think that might be true,"

Swift said. "Going to the College World
Series all four years of my career was
something I'll never forget, and a lot of
the people I met when I was at Maine
are still some of my best friends today.
(College) was an experience I will never
forget."
So when it came time to present
Swift with the portrait of him and his
father prior to his Hall of Fame induc
tion that Friday, it seemed appropriate
that it was one of Swift's old Black Bear
teammatesf who did the honors. Stu
Lacognata, the left-handed compliment
to Swift on UMaine's great pitching staff
of the early '80s, unveiled the painting
in what was one of the more touching
moments of the weekend.
Lacognata, who along with Swift
and classmates Ed Hackett, Jeff Paul, Ed
Bushway and Rick Lashua were hon
ored at the Hot Stove banquet for their
contributions to the four consecutive
College World Series teams from 1981
to '84, said it was even an emotional
event for him.
j
"I have a lot of respect for Bill as an
athlete and as a friend," he said "He
deserves every bit of success that has
happened to him It's a cliche, but it
couldn't happen to a better guy."
Swift, who recently built a home in
Paradise Valley, Arizona and now re
sides there in the off-season, was some
what mystified by the response he got
upon returning to the place he says
"will always be home, no matter where
I live."
"I don't get back to Maine as much
as I'd like anymore, I'm so busy," Swift
says. "But coming back for that week
end and seeing all the old faces and
places and all of my old friends, it really
meant a lot to me. In my wildest dreams,
I never could have imagined all of this."
Swift paused, as if truly amazed at
the state-wide hero that skinny, unas
suming kid from South Portland has
become.
"I mean, at heart, I'm still that same
person I was at South Portland High
and at Maine. It's funny, when I came
back this time I noticed people's accents
quite a bit more than I used to. I told
somebody I think I'm losing mine, and
I don't want to. I want to be a Maine guy
forever, you know?"
Not to worry, Bill—you always will
be. Even if your job and your house are
3,000 miles from home, you're still the
"pride of Maine."

Bill Swift's Pitching Record at Maine
Year:

1981

1982

1983

1984

Career

Games

11

12

13

10

46

Inn. Pitch.

43

80.2

102.2

71

297.1

Hits

38

61

70

47

216

Runs

25

31

39

23

118

Earned runs

23

32

14

86

Strikeouts

17
/
29

48

79

86

242

Walks

21

48

42

24

135

Wins

3

10

9

5

27

Losses

1

1

3

3

8

ERA

3.56

2.58

2.81

1.77

2.60

Swift in the Record Book
Most complete games in a season—9 in 1983
Most complete games in a career—26
Most consecutive complete games—7 in 1984
Most strikeouts in a game—17 in 1984 (shared with Jeff Plympton)
Most wins in a season—10 in 1982 (shared with several others)
Most career wins—27 (shared with Mike D'Andrea)
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A Breeding Ground for
Eating Disorders?
College age students at UMaine and elsewhere
seem to be especially susceptible to problems

such as bulimia and anorexia.
By Thomas Emery
NICOLE awakens in her cold, dark a bagful of cookies and doughnuts.
room and already wishes it was time While munching on these, she stops
to go back to bed. She dreads the and buys a few bagels. Then a quick
thought of going through this day, run to the grocery store for granola
which will be like so many others in and milk. At the last minute, Nicole
her recent past. She asks herself the adds several candy bars.
same question every morning: "Will
Her adrenaline is flowing and all
I be able to make it through the day she wants to do is eat. She winces at
without being totally obsessed by the thought of how many pounds all
thoughts of food, or will I blow it of this food represents, but knows
again and spend the day bingeing?" she will throw it up afterward.
She feels fat and wants to lose
At home Nicole makes herself a
weight, so she decides to start a new few bowls of cereal and milk, which
diet: "This time it'll be for real! I she gobbles down with some of the
know I'll feel good about myself if bagels smothered with butter, cream
I'm thinner."
cheese, and jelly (not to mention the
Nicole plans her breakfast, but doughnuts, sweets, and candy bars
decides not to eat until she has which she is still working on). She
worked out for a half hour or so. She drowns all of this with huge cups of
tries not to think about food since she coffee and milk. All this has taken no
is not really hungry.
longer than forty-five minutes.
She plans every minute of her
In her bathroom, Nicole ties her
day, including meals, in order not to hair back, drinks a big glass of water,
leave blocks of time when she might and proceeds to force herself to vomit.
feel tempted to binge. But ultimately, She feels sick, ashamed, and incredu
she gives into her urges. Since she is lous that she is really doing this. Yet
not going to exercise, she decides I she feels trapped. As her stomach
that she might as well eat some empties, she steps on and off the
"good" food. Nicole makes a scale to make sure she has not gained
poached egg and toast and brews a any weight.
cup of coffee. She knows this is the
"I'll never do this again," she
beginning of several hours of crazi vows. "Starting tomorrow, I'm go
ness. She goes out to buy her binge ing to change. I'll go on a fast for a
food. First she stops at the bakery for week and then I'll feel better."
From Bulimarexia: The Binge-Purge Cycle (Boskind-White and White, 1983)
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icole's problem may seem ex
treme, but it is not uncom
mon. Approximately one out
of five college students suf
fer from eating disorders such as anorexia
nervosa, bulimia nervosa or compulsive
overeating. According to the National
Association of Anorexia Nervosa and
Associated Disorders (ANAD), 86 per
cent of all cases of eating disorders have
their onset by age 20
April Colburn, staff psychologist
and assistant training director at Cutler
Health Center feels that the University of
Maine is representative of these statis
tics. "It's hard to work in a university
setting and not see a lot of eating prob
lems," she says.
In an informal MAINE poll of 155
undergraduate students at UMaine, 72
percent said they know other students
who display signs of, or have, an eating
disorder. And 29 percent of those sur
veyed said that they themselves had ex
perienced signs of an eating disorder.
According to ANAD, almost half of
all eating disorder cases have begun be
tween 16 and 20, the ages that most people
enter college. Colburn agrees that most
eating problems begin in high school,
junior high, and even earlier And she
thinks that the transition to college can
exacerbate the problem
Young women and men entering
college must deal with many pressures
including academic demands, new rela
tionships, sexual issues, family, finances,
autonomy, and identity.
"It can be the first time that issues of
intimacy and sexuality surface," Colburn
says. "College may be the first time where
students really become sexually active.
So there's a lot of very big decisions and
transitions to be made—perhaps more
so than at any other point in their lives.
Plus, there's the pressure of getting
through school."
Colburn says it can all get to be too
much—sexual awareness; relationships;
trying to decide what you are going to do
with your life; trying to be independent
when you're really not
"That's a lot to deal with in a fresh
man or sophomore year," she says. "And
it can cause a lot of stress. People learn to
cope in some very bad ways when they
first come to college. Drinking is one bad
coping mechanism. And eating problems

N

are another. Unfortunately we see a lot of
the two together "
Even young people who seem to be
enjoying a full college life can succumb
to the stress and fall victim to an eating
disorder.
"I call college the breeding ground
for eating disorders," a former univer
sity student who has sought treatment
for her eating problems said. "The com
petitive level is so high—academics, ath
letics, the way you look."
Sometimes food can fill emotional
gaps and, in the beginning, deter feel
ings of overwhelming pressures. But then
the person struggles to control their outof-control eating habits bingeing or self
starvation
"A lot of people distract themselves
with food—nurture themselves with
food—numb themselves with food,"
Colburn says. "Initially that works really
well and you feel like you're feeling bet
ter when you eat You're eating because
your life feels out of control. But then
the eating feels out of control and
you have to deal with that.
As time goes on you
forget what was originally out
of control "
One way to gain
control, Colburn says, is
to purge the food from
your body. Then it's the
purging that gets out of
control By this time the
person has forgotten what
upset them to begin with.
They now think the
enemy is food—they have
forgotten the original problems
that drove them to their eating
disorder.
Eating disorders can
have a direct effect on a
college student's perform
ance in the classroom—in
some cases even a positive
effect.
According to Colburn
anorexics can actually
do better in school because
their food restriction makes
them feel in control. By
not indulging, and
remaining extremely
disciplined,
anorexics think their life is in order and
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"If a person you care about has an eating problem, encourage her or him
to get help, but do not make food or weight a focus."
thus their school work remains in order. mg disorder can have many causes, lim with their feelings.
In fact part of an anorexic's routine is to iting treatment to the single goal of weight
But she cautions that she tries hard
appear very much in control. They work loss, without addressing other factors, not to direct the thinking of people with
hard to manage their perfect lifestyle focuses the patient's problems on food eating disorders during treatment It is
until medical problems such as fainting and weight only, and is likely to be inef important not to take their control away
begin to occur. Their skeleton-like bod fective, Bellofatto argues. "You can't
"If they say what the problem is,
ies may give them away as well.
lose weight and then everything is okay," you can't say, 'No that's not the prob
Bulimics, on the other hand, react she says
lem.' You say, 'Yes, that is the problem
very differently
One informed 22-year-old male but there may be other things.' Food's
"Both anorexics and bulimics try to UMaine senior agrees with Bellofatto's not a scary thing initially, but it can be
control their food,"
come scary You ask them
Colburn says. "Bulimics
—
what's scary about that
just do it very poorly.
room full of food You try
What UMaine students say
Sometimes, purging
to hook feelings with
gives them a sense of con
food "
trol. And they sometimes
For example, Colburn
1 Have you experienced signs of an eating disorder?
are want-to-be anorexics.
Yes: 29% No: 66% Not Sure: 5%
says people often say they
Both
spend
equal
"feel fat", but what they
2. Do you know other students with signs of an eating
amounts of time focused
really feel is depressed
disorder7 Yes 72% No 28%
on food, thinking about
when they "feel fat "
food, even though
Is the pursuit of thin
3. How big a problem are eating disorders among college
anorexics are not eating."
ness a big factor in the large
students7 Major- 29% Moderate 59% Small 14%
However, it is common
number of eating disorders
for both symptoms to be
among our young7 Why
4. Have you sought services at UMaine for an eating
present
can't the "perfect person"
disorder?
Although bulimics
be a healthy average-toYes 2% No: 98%
are usually more visibly
slightly-a bo ve-a verage
out of control than
weight? And why do eat
*Based on a survey of 155 University of Maine students
anorexics, Colburn says
ing disorders affect 7 mil
their school work does
lion women and only 1 milnot necessarily suffer. And because their position "Eating problems seem to be lion men7
physical characteristics vary from un results of other problems," he says "My
Just look at women's magazines—
derweight to overweight, bulimics, un opinion is that these other problems need endless articles on food, diets, and eating
like anorexics, can find it easier to hide to be dealt with first, then the eating problems along with equally endless pho
their disorder
disorders would decrease significantly " tographs of ultra-slim models who be
In an eating disorders workshop
The idea of treating the underlying come the ideal woman to young adults
held at UMaine last February, Mary issues rather than treating weight prob Forty three percent of the UMaine stu
Bellofatto, director of Clinical Programs lems, except where life threatening, is dents we polled thought the pursuit of
for The Willough at Naples (a psychiat supported by many other specialists
thinness was the major cause of eating
ric hospital specializing in the treatment
Colburn's treatment approach mir disorders among college students An
of eating disorders and chemical depen rors that of Bellofatto's. She sees bingeing other 56 percent grouped it with coping
dency), observed that weight is only a and purging as a symptom for bulimics. with college pressures and family envi
symptom, it is not the issue for those She tries to address the broader psycho ronment as leading causes of eating dis
afflicted with an eating disorder.
logical and situational factors that led to, orders.
Bellofatto also discussed nurturing and now maintain, dysfunctional eating
Colburn agrees that the thin woman
problems related to food. "Behind every patterns. She tries to make her clients see ideal is a major cause of the problem
eating disorder is a need for nurturance eating as a coping mechanism and to
"Particularly for women, there is
of some kind," she says
have them realize that they've lost sight 1 such a sociocultural expectation to be
Some women who come to the of what drove them to use food to feel thin/' she says. "I think that pressure is
Willough bring with them a treatment better. She tries to help individuals to there from the moment women come out
idea she calls fictional finalism. Their figure out when and why they're eating. of the womb until they die "
theory is that if they lose the weight, their And she tries to take the spotlight off of
Some even feel the pursuit-of-thinproblems will disappear Because an eat- food and give them other ways of coping ness mentality in our culture is a women's
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equality issue. In Naomi Wolfs chapter
"Hunger" in her book The Beauty Myth,
she addresses the entire dieting issue
and women's and men's role in society in
regards to food.
"If women cannot eat the same food
Characteristic Symptoms of Anorexia Nervosa
as men, we cannot experience equal sta
tus in the community," she says.
In a 1984 Glamour survey of 33,000
1. Intense fear of gaining weight or becoming fat, even
women, 75 percent of those 18 to 35 years
though underweight.
old chose losing 10 to 15 pounds as goals
over job success or love interests. This
2. Refusal to maintain body weight above minimal normal
percentage is especially surprising in
weight for age and height; for example, weight loss leading
light of Wolf's finding that more men (40
to body weight 15 percent below normal or failure to
percent) are medically overweight than
make expected weight gain during periods of growth,
are women (32 percent).
Jennie Brenner Ash, a doctoral stu
leading to body weight 15 percent below normal.
dent working at the eating disorder clinic
3. Disturbance in the way in which body weight, size,
at Children's Hospital in Boston, who
or shape is experienced; for example, the person claims
has done research on gender differences
in eating attitudes, body concept, and
to "feel fat" even when emaciated, or believes that one
self-esteem among models, believes that
area of the body is "too fat".
"until we (women) are valued in other
4. In females, absence of at least three consecutive
realms, we'll continue to focus on our
bodies and invest energy in our looks "
menstrual cycles otherwise expected to occur.
ANAD says that prevention is our
greatest hope in dealing with eating dis
orders. Here at UMaine the outreach pro
gram gets a good response. People come
Characteristic Symptoms of Bulimia Nervosa
in and make appointments says Colburn.
The Preventive Medicine Program goes
1. Recurrent episodes of binge eating, averaging at
out into the residence halls raising aware
least 2 episodes a week for 3 months or more.
ness and taking blood pressures.
!
The Health Center's substance abuse
2. A feeling of lack of control over eating behavior
and counseling center meets fairly regu
during the eating binges.
larly with people from athletics to coor
3. Habitual recourse to self-induced vomiting, use
dinate education and prevention services
of laxatives or diuretics, strict dieting or fasting, or
for athletes who can be very susceptible
to acquiring an eating disorder from try
vigorous exercise in order to prevent weight gain.
ing to trim off "the fat." Colburn says
4. Persistent overconcern with body shape and
that it's easier to try to get someone to the
weight.
medical center for physical health than
directly to the mental health center, and
that coaches have that influence over
their athletes.
Colburn says that the Health Center
is getting more training in the field of person with an eating disorder can fool a panding its educational and preventive
eating disorders. Her individual perspec therapist, but bulimics have a hard time programs, Colburn feels more can be
tive is that if a bulimic's vomiting is not fooling each other in group. Group takes done. And she wants to send a message
too bad, she doesn't take that coping the secret out of the eating problem. It out to the friends and families of those
with eating disorders.
style away from them. She tries to get takes some of the shame out of it."
"If a person you care about has an
However, Dr. Jack Pierce, staff psy
them to see someone medically here at
the health center.
chiatrist at Acadia Hospital in Bangor, eating problem, encourage her or him to
"We work as a team, which I think is cautions that group therapy for anorexics get help, but do not make food and weight
very important because that isn't avail can make the problem worse. "They're a focus. Don't talk about food. Don't
able in a lot of places." An eating disor competitive. They want their story to be say, 'How is your eating?' 'Have you lost
der group also meets every semester. If better than the others." An ANAD group or gamed any weight?' Ask: 'How are
the person Colburn sees has any insight meets weekly at Acadia Hospital in you doing?' Don't watch what they're
eating. Try to leave appearances, weight,
or desire to change, she tries to get them Bangor.
into group therapy immediately. "A
Even though the university is ex food out of it. Focus on feelings."

What To Look For
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Why Girls Give Up Being Themselves
few Those who kept their voices and
fought the conventional idea of the "per
fect woman" were not popular girls, but
co-authors a new book
in the long run were psychologically
healthier
about the troubled
Over time, many of the girls forgot
what they knew and wanted to say or
passage from girlhood
feel They had a choice that they were
giving up as they got older, Brown says
to adolescence.
The
"At age 10 and 11, they resisted the
LANDMARK BOOK
expectations of their conventional im
ABOUT THE TURNING POINTS
age, and fought back, but with so much
IN GIRLS’AND WOMEN’S LIVES
By Mechele Cooper
pressure coming from the media and at
home and in schools, alter a while they
Lvn Mikel Brown
just
adapted," says Brown
and Carol Gilligan
Brown says researchers are con
Bestselling author of hi a Different Voice
oys will be boys and eventually
stantly finding that school is one place
turn into men, self-governing, free
girls get more attention for physical ap
Im A7.iv York Tlxux Hook Hi // n
to speak and move as they please
pearance than for the quality of their
However, many girls abandon them
work Some studies have shown boys get
selves in adolescence to become the "per
up to eight times more attention than
fect woman "
girls do
The passage from girlhood to ado self confidence, eating disorders, and
Being rewarded for neatness and
lescence is a troubled crossing, one that poor body image
being on time are not qualities which
Lyn Mikel Brown '78 documents in her
"Why is it that 7-, 8-, and 9-year-old
will support girls in the world, economi
bestseller, Meeting at the Ci ossi oadt,, writ girls who were outspoken and straight cally or psychologically," Brown says
ten with Harvard professor Carol forward, who were comfortable with
Brown's book provides women with
Gilligan
being in conflict and said what they an opportunity to reclaim themselves
In the book, the authors explain how wanted, felt, and thought in relation and find their own voices Women can
a woman loses her sense of self during ships, over a period of time begin to
then, in turn, help girls strengthen their
this critical period—her "voice" vanishes, change7 They start to take on the voices voices so they can become courageous in
and she becomes tentative and unsure
of culture which tell them how they ought
the face of adolescence
She finds herself struggling with what to feel, what to say, and want," Brown
"It's in their best interest to encourshe feels and with what others say she says
age their voice," she says "We really are
ought to feel
"Part of the message is being the concerned for girls' development, and
Brown is an assistant professor at perfect girl a white, middle-class girl bv starting conversations about the mes
Colby College and co-chairs the educa who is conventionally beautiful, blond
sages we give to girls, we hope to show
tion and human development program haired, blue-eyed, who is nice and kind
how to raise psychologically, physically
with her husband Mark Tappan She was with no bad feelings or thoughts," Brown healthy girls," says Brown
a psychology major at UMaine for two continued. "She's very discreet and
"We have to focus on a social level if
years and later received a doctorate from doesn't disrupt things or cause trouble "
we want girls to stay with their voices
Harvard Graduate School of Education.
Brown says that when adolescents and speak their minds Women who live
For five years Brown and her col- begin to understand what they feel, and
in this culture unconsciously pass on
league witnessed the psychological de what others say they ought to feel, then
negative messages to girls
velopment of girls at the Laurel School they're faced with a choice They can
"We need to think about how we are
for Girls in Cleveland
either disconnect from themselves, give examples for girls," Brown says. "Before
It was a surprise for them to dis up their sense of self to stay in line with i we can change their lives and help them,
cover that as girls move through adoles that view of perfection or they can stay we have to get our own house in order
cence, they disconnect from themselves I with their own voices and not be se- This means we have to be more critically
This inner division was marked in some i duced
conscious of how we interact with people
girls, Brown says, by depression, lack of
She said that girls who resisted were and the messages we're passing on by

Lyn Mikel Brown '78

THE PROVOCATIVE BESTSELLER
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our actions, the choices we make in our
relationships, and how we deal with au
thority. We have to say what we really
feel or want, then a girl has a real person
she can relate to as a role model."
The few girls who stayed with their
own voices were found to have close
relationships with their mothers. The girls
told Brown that they were allowed to
fight with their mothers and were able to
say what they wanted.
"Healthy fighting is the service of a
girl's expression and emerging identity,"
Brown says. "With the pressure at home
going against the feminine stereotype, a
girl is able to choose for herself, and I
think that's a gift."

Once Upon a Farm
By Lloyd
Crossland ’42,
Joyce Morgan ’51,
Fern Stearns '54,
and Gail Parent '91

On Thompson
Hill in Mexico,
Maine, sits a 100-acre former dairy farm
that can be seen from miles around. Lo
cals know this rocky hillside farm as the
homestead of Byron and Pearl Crossland
who bought it in 1929 just before The
Crash. Through the years it was home to
five Crossland children and a whole host
of memories of life on a rural farm.
One of those children was Fern
Stearns, an Onward Program math
teacher, who gathered and illustrated
the family stories in a book. Once Upon a
Farm.
Three and a half years in the mak
ing, Once Upon a Farm is a compilation of
stories of farm life as remembered by the
siblings and by three men who had
worked on the farm in the '30s and '40s.
Also included are stories told by Pearl
Crossland before she died in 1989 at the
age of 93, as well as some stories of two of
Stearns' children, Katie and Laurie, about
visiting the farm as children. Laurie is a
UMaine graduate student in oceanogra
phy.

"It was interesting having more than
one person remembering and writing
stories," Stearns says. "Often we found
ourselves piecing together different
people's memories to get a full story.
Early on, I realized that if I had to depend
entirely on my own memory, I would not
produce many stories. Listening to each
other's recollections helped us all to
scrape some of the frost from the win
dows of our minds. Even as I sketched,
some things came back that I hadn't
thought about for years. Sketching was
as much a window to the past as were
other people's recollections."
One publisher suggested that Once
Upon a Farm be rewritten to make it more
of a "Depression-era struggle" story, but
the Crosslands preferred to tell it like it
was for them as children—a way of life
that they all look back upon as a well
spring "I see so many people today who
don't have such a wellspring," Stearns
says. "I can't separate those farm-based
wellsprings from who I am today. The
Depression did affect farm life, espe
cially for our parents, but its biggest ef
fect on us children was that it increased
our sense of responsibility for property
and for other people's well-being."
The book can be ordered by send
ing $17 to Fiddlehead Follies, 1608
County Rd., Milford, ME 04461.

Outplace Yourself
By Charles H.
Logue, Jr. ’58, Ph.D.

Charles
'58 believes you
should never con
sider yourself to be
unemployed.
"If people ask, 'Are you unem
ployed?' I would say, 'No, I am working
for myself.'" Logue said. "It's a full time
job trying to get something for myself."
Logue knows what it is like to be out
of a job. He got caught in a corporate
reorganization in the 1970s.
But he bounced back and is now vice
president in the Lebanon office of R.

Davenport Associates, an executive em
ployment counseling and management
marketing firm.
Logue has also written a book,
Outplace Yourself: Secrets of an Executive
Outplacement Counselor, which he de
scribes as an encyclopedia on how to get
a job.
The 504-page book is a first of its
kind according to the author. The way it
is put together, it can be used as a con
tinual resource. Among the subjects it
covers are: self-esteem and stress man
agement; financial planning during the
transition period; self-assessment and
goal-setting; the proper use of references
and exit statements; telemarketing your
self; the mail campaign; interviews; ne
gotiating with power; and the thing that
Logue says is key to any job search—
networking.
"Networking is a contact sport,"
Logue says. "It's a numbers game. You
have to learn how to do it." And Logue
adds that once you've learned it, you
don't stop doing it even if you are happy
and secure in your present job.
"People think they know how to
network, but they really don't," Logue
says.
Another suggestion is contacting the
alumni offices of the university you at
tended to find out what companies are
recruiting on campus, and where former
graduates are working.
Even with the techniques that Logue
sets forth, he advises job hunters to pre
pare for a lengthy search.
"Times have changed and certainly
the person who is persistent, the person
who is working the hardest, gets the
job," Logue says. "There are no guaran
tees today."
With jobs harder to come by, Logue
advocates patience, persistence, and per
severance for all job hunters. "Persever
ance is the order of the day," Logue said.
"You have to keep working hard and
eventually everything will pay off."
Copies of Outplace Yourself can be
ordered from the publisher by calling 1800-872-5627.
(This story included excerpts by Chet
Wade, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.)
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Skill of Hand
Peace of Mind
Stephen Johnston '70 has always found contentment in woodworking,
music, and making broken things work again. He gets to do them
all as an instrument builder/repairman and owner of Stephenstrings.

hen you watch Stephen Johnston's skillful says "Even then, whenever I was working with wood I was
hands repairing a guitar or mandolin in his gone—I was in another world. When my friends were out
shop, Stephenstrings, in Bangor, you can't playing basketball or football, I was usually down in the cellar
help but think that this is a person in his carving or sawing away "
element—a man who loves what he is doing.
Another passion Johnston discovered in high school was
The steadiness of his hands is accompanied i by
quiet, con
thea guitar
tented look on his face. Working with his hands, making
"I first picked up the guitar when I was a senior in high
broken things work again, and being involved in the world of school," he recalls. "I was young and in love and took my
music—these are, after all, what have brought him joy ever girlfriend to a movie called 'Your Cheatin' Heart' with Hank
since he was a kid growing up in Aroostook County.
Williams. I had never payed much attention to country music
When he was a student at Fort Fairfield High School in the or guitar (he had played both piano and saxophone), but let me
mid-1960s, Johnston never thought he would be running his tell you, I walked out of that movie a changed person. I
own instrument shop in Bangor. Neither did his parents. They I immediately went out and bought a $50 guitar and went down
had plans for their son to study law, medicine or engineering
in the cellar and started to teach myself some chords. I sounded
The Johnstons were a prominent family in the town—bankers awful, but I eventually took some lessons and learned a little
as well as owners of a furniture store and the local movie i Hank Williams and some Hank Snow, "The Singing Ranger,"
theater. They believed strongly in education and they wanted ' who was big back then."
’
their son Stephen to be well prepared for success.
In spite of an admitted lack of academic direction, Johnston
But Stephen wasn't much of a high school student. Not : did begin study at UMaine in 1966 after spending a year at
that he wasn't bright—quite the contrary. It's just that his Maine Central Institute to enhance his academic preparation.
interests at the time were not academic. Rather than sitting in
"I went to MCI because my mother originally wanted me
the classroom, he wanted be out fishing or down in his cellar to attend a fancier school than Maine, and I hadn't done that
I
working with wood.
well in high school," Johnston explains. "But when I finished
"Fort Fairfield was a great place to grow up," Johnston MCI I still wanted to go to the university because that's where
says. "I'd spend whole days in the woods, even when I was as my friends were. I had visited them a lot on weekends and I
young as ten or eleven."
was always impressed with the campus—the hugeness of it.
Butjohnston'sgreatestjoy was woodworking. He says the But I have to be honest and say that what impressed me the
passion probably came from his grandmother, a very indepen most was the fact that my friends at Maine were allowed to
dent woman who had a workshop and showed young Stephen smoke in their rooms. They seemed to have all kinds of free
how to use all the tools. Later his parents bought Stephen his dom that we didn't have at MCI."
own workshop from which he built wooden airplanes and
Reminded of his parents' preferences of a career for their
various cowboy and Indian weapons.
son, Johnston decided on pursuing a political science program
"Woodworking was my special escape as a kid," Johnston thinking it would be good preparation for law school (he had
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ruled out medicine and engineering). But memory
he still wasn't turned on by academics
“Every August 7th I get kind of emo
and candidly admits to spending more tional," he says. "I remember that day
time in the pool room than the library.
and a battle that got so bad and hopeless
By the time his junior year rolled that I remember seeing some guys just
around the Vietnam War was in full running, throwing away their rifles I
swing, and he decided to "get the draft didn't do that, but I was not in any way
thing over with "
"It became obvious to me that I
didn't know why I was in school—I
had no idea what I wanted to do,"
n?
Johnston says. "I knew I would be
| KHr J *
J
1
drafted eventually, so I decided to
I« /
i
just volunteer for the draft and get it
over with "
Johnston was assigned to the in
fantry, and after training was quickly
dispatched to Vietnam where he
joined the 199th Brigade, a unit that is
sometimes referred to as the brigade
the army forgot
"We were a poorly equipped and
under-manned unit," Johnston re
members "We were cannon fodder
really They would drop us in a clear
ing and tell us where to be in three or
four days, but we never really had a
mission We were kind of an ad hoc
unit, put together in Vietnam We
didn't have our own support—no he
licopters, no fire support That be
Stephen Johnston with several of his handmade
came very significant when we got
instruments.
into action—particularly in one fight
where we took heavy losses The he
licopter pilots who were assigned to take a hero either I didn't have the emotional
out our wounded had to take a lot of risk strength to be a hero "
to get into our hostile position And be
Even in noncombat situations the
cause they were not part of our unit, 199th was treated poorly—never receiv
because they had no bond to us, they ing enough food or water, and often be
were hesitant to take that risk "
ing armed with second-class equipment
Without helicopter evacuation at the
"No one was willing to risk coming
battle site, Johnston and his comrades down close to resupply us," Johnston
had to carry their own wounded and says "Many times they would drop the
dead out of the jungle
water jugs from so high up that they
"We put the nonwalking wounded would bust open when they hit the
and the dead in ponchos and each of us ground We'd run toward them just to
would grab a corner and pull," Johnston get a splash."
says "And the guys who were wounded
Johnston and other survivors of the
but could still walk had to do just that I 199th returned to the U.S. understand
remember lighting a cigarette for my ably changed by their experience. Back
platoon leader because his arm was home in Fort Fairfield, he tried taking
wounded so bad he couldn't do it him courses from the University of Maine at
self It was a horrible experience."
Presque Isle But the war had made him
That battle occurred on August 7, antsy He couldn't sit still He tried to
1969, a date imbedded in Johnston's deal with it by setting up an appoint
i
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ment with a counselor But the counselor
was late, and Johnston was so jumpy he
couldn't sit and wait
He dropped out of UMPI Soon his
state of mind caused his marriage to fall
apart Feeling restless in his hometown,
Johnston moved to Bangor, then to Con
necticut where, after going through a
series of jobs, he found a home at
Kaman Music Corporation making
Ovation guitars.
"At the time I was carving minia
ture, nonplayable music instruments
and they were impressed with my
work," Johnston says "It also helped
that the shop supervisor was from
Van Buren 1'11 never forget him hand
ing me a guitar and telling me to play
a Dick Curless tune for all the workers
in the shop I got red in the face, but I
wanted the job so I did it "
Johnston started out attaching
necks to Ovations but quickly ad
vanced from job to job and ended up
as "play checker"—the person who
actually plays each guitar and checks
its quality
"I was the hardest worker in the
place," Johnston recalls "I loved it, I
thought I was a movie star or some
thing I mean I was making $5 an
hour’ And 1 was very motivated by
the real expert craftsmen around the
place 1 volunteered to work week
ends and nights to fix problem guitars "
Things were going along fine until
Johnston and some fellow workers had a
falling out with management over qual
ity control of a new line of guitars de
signed to compete with cheaper Japa
nese instruments that were coming on
the American market.
"We made all kinds of recommen
dations to maintain quality control on
this new line of guitars, and manage
ment rejected them all," Johnston says
"We were very idealistic and it was an
emotional issue We got together as a
group and decided that if the company
shipped these guitars as they were, then
we were leaving They did and we left "
Johnston found himself once again
unemployed and he returned to Maine—
this time with skills and confidence He
soon found himself in demand as an

instrument repairman for Viner's and
other Bangor music stores.
"Several people helped me a great
deal when I got back to Bangor/' Johnston
says. One was Sam Viner, who owned
Viner's Music "Sam really boosted my
reputation in Eastern Maine. He used to
point over to me in front of customers
and shout, 'Now there's a real ar-tist.'"
The experience gave Johnston even
more confidence and he set up a little
shop in his house. It was about this time
too that he decided to reenroll at UMaine
and give college another try.
"I was kind of desperate to make a
living," he says, "and I began to realize
that I needed more education. I had
enough G.I. Bill benefits left to finish my
degree in political science, so that's what
I did And this time I enjoyed it."
Johnston took another giant step in
his life when he returned to Maine He
decided to confront the ghosts of the
Vietnam War by walking into the offices
of the Bangor Vet Center and asking for
help. At the center he completed a pro
gram for vets with post traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD).
"The Vet Center helped me a lot,"
Johnston says. "It gave me hope. One of
the great things about it was recognizing
how I got screwed up and realizing that
I shared symptoms with lots of other
vets I remember the day I walked into
the Vet Center and read the list of PTSD
symptoms. I hadn't cried in years, but I
just broke down and cried for hours."
The benefits he received from the
Vet Center led Johnston to think that he
wanted to enter the counseling field. Even
though he was continuing to repair and
build guitars he still wasn't sure he could
make a living at it.
He started working as a substance
abuse counselor at the Bangor Pre-re
lease Center, the Bangor Halfway House,
and Thomaston Prison. He even went
back to UMaine and took 30 credit hours
of courses in order to receive a license as
a substance abuse counselor.
But eventually Johnston realized
what he loved most was fixing and build
ing instruments. Even when he worked
as a counselor, he had continued to do
instrument repairs part-time. And, after

several years in Bangor he started to
believe that he could actually make a go
of it on his own
"The thing about building and re
pairing instruments is that when I am
t working with a piece of wood, I'm just
pleasantly happy," Johnston says. "I get
lost in it all. It's the same feeling I had as
a kid I have always loved fixing and
building things and I've always done it.
I love to search for what the problem is
and fix it. And I also love the fact that the
work I do makes people happy.
"There is something about extend
ing the life of a musical instrument—
especially some badly damaged guitar. I
get special pleasure out of bringing a
damaged instrument back to life."

the place gets so filled the players have to
stand in the hall and customers have a
hard time making it to the counter.
"Years ago we started a once a month
jam session on Thursday nights,"
Johnston explains. "It became very suc
cessful, and the folks started coming in
the shop on Saturdays picking up gui
tars and fiddles and playing. It's just sort
of evolved and now we have a pool of
100 people who come to either our Thurs
day or Saturday jams on a regular basis "
It is this openness and sharing—of
being a link m the musical community—
more than any business sense that has
led to Stephenstrings' success.
"I'm not much of a salesman,"
Johnston admits. "There's something
about the retail business that doesn't suit
epairing old instruments actu me emotionally. That's why I deal in
ally brings Johnston more satis used instruments. They sell themselves
faction than building new ones. and I feel like I'm doing a community
service
And although he has built a number
of in providing good used instruguitars, mandolins, and violins, he says i ments to people."
Still, he realizes that Stephenstrings'
he does not consider himself to be an
future growth is tied to increasing his
instrument maker.
"If it seems right and I want a certain retail business. That's why he recently
hired fellow UMaine graduate Nancy
kind of instrument, I'll make it," he says
"But in some ways working at Ovation Merrill '80 as his business manager.
destroyed the mystique of guitar build Merrill is a former school teacher (she
ing for me If you have the woodworking also has a master's degree in education
skills and you can follow directions, you from UMaine) who "burned out" and is
now enjoying being involved with her
can build a good instrument "
One thing Johnston does enjoy is other great love—music. When she is not
helping others build their own instru taking care of business at Stephenstrmgs,
ments. He willingly allows musician she can often be found playing acoustic
friends to use his shop and draw on his bass for The Bluegrass Supply Company,
expertise to make their own instruments. one of Maine's premier bluegrass bands.
"I want to see Stephenstrings grow,"
One such person is Dr. Martha St. Onge
from Bangor Johnston helped her make Merrill says. "I want us to become known
her first violin: Now she makes instru as a center for used and vintage instru
ments on a regular basis. Another violin ments—especially good but inexpensive
ist, Maine professor Anotole Weick is now instruments that someone who just wants
to learn a little guitar can afford."
making an instrument at Stephenstrings.
Both Merrill and Johnston also
Johnston doesn't just open his shop
to instrument making, he also opens it would like to relocate the store to a larger
up to music-making. Every Saturday af space in downtown Bangor. They do need
ternoon Stephenstrings is filled with lo more space for the repair shop and their
cal guitar pickers in an open jam. The growing inventory. But as you get to
talent ranges from beginner to profes know the motivations and priorities of
sional—but the emphasis is strictly on Stephen Johnston, you can't help think
sharing and fun. Among the regulars are ing that the real reason for moving is to
numerous University of Maine folks— accommodate the growing number of
including Johnston says, a contingent guitar-pickers at Stephenstrings' Satur
from the forestry department. Sometimes day afternoon jam sessions.
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ALUMNI COLLEGE '94

June 26-29

Join us in beautiful Kennebunkport for a look at:

Maine Writers, Painters, & Poets
Along with University of Maine faculty we'll study the works of:
• Edna St. Vincent Millay
• May Sarton
• Stephen King '70 (a new perspective)
With field trips to the homes of Sarah Orne Jewett and Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow.

Visit the Portland Art Museum and study the works of poet/painter
Marsden Hartley.

College headquarters will be at the charming Nonantum Resort in
Kennebunkport.
Enrollment is limited to 35, so sign up today!

Call or write: Nancy Morse Dysart '60, P.O. Box 550,
Orono, ME 04473-0550 (207) 581-1142

...let others light their candles by it. ”
Margaret Fuller
■■I

Thanks to the support of alumni and friends who've

contributed to the 1993-94 Annual Alumni Fund
campaign, MAINE students have a brighter future.

FULL COLOR
LOGO

UNIVERSITY
OF

MAINE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
MEN'S LOW CUT
STYLE # 70

THE OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY OF MAINE ATHLETIC SHOE
Show your pride and support the university at the same time with
these highest quality all leather athletic shoes The shoe is
customized with the University of MAINE Logo in blue and black
on tongue and BLACK BEARS on side billboards These shoes
will provide years of style and wearing comfort Order yours
today!

Compare at $79.00

OUR PRICE $59.00

GAMER„S_HQES
PREMIUM QUALITY
WITH UNIQUE
FEATURES
♦

♦

♦

100% action leather
upper gives real foot
comfort

♦

Extraordinary stabilizers
on heel and toe provide
heel protection and
eliminate toe blowouts

♦

MAIL
ORDER
TO

Durable non-skid rubber
sole, 57 air pockets
(men's shoes)

Extra thick removable
inner sole cushion for
perfect fit of arch and
heel

♦

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY_________
ZIP
TELEPHONE#

Distinctive trademarked
logos of the University
of Maine on billboards
and tongue

♦

♦

SEND SNEAKERS TO

PLEASE PRINT

Sole glued and stitched
for stability

Special EVA heel
absorbs shock
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6623A Old Dominion Drive
McLean, VA 22101

O Visa

Fax

703-847-6126

□ Mastercard
EXP.DATE

I

MEN'S
WOMEN'S
5 1/2 - 111/2 IN WHOLE AND HALF SIZES 5 - 9% IN WHOLE AND HALF SIZES
12, 13, & 14 IN WHOLE SIZES ONLY
10, 11 & 12 IN WHOLE SIZES ONLY
I

DESCRIPTION STYLE#

ITEM PRICE

SIZE

Men's Low Cut

70

$59.00

Women’s Low Cut

72

$59.00

CALL 1-800-666-7852

I
TONGUE

I

RT SHOE, OUTSIDE

I

RT SHOE, INSIDE
LT SHOE, OUTSIDE
LT SHOE, INSIDE

TOTAL PRICE

SUB
TOTAL
SALES TAX
VA ONLY

TO ORDER

"MAINE LOGO"

BLACK
BLACK
BLACK
BLACK

BEARS
BEARS
BEARS
BEARS

DELIVERY 3 - 6 WEEKS AFTER RECEIPT OF ORDER

I

_

Make checks payable to Gamer Corp. No cash please.

1
I

1

800 666 7852
703-749-1218

University of Maine Athletic Shoe

PAYMENT □ Check
CARD#

1

Inside of shoe fully
lined

NO UPS TO PO BOXES

SHIPPING
&
HANDLING
$5 00
PER
PAIR

X.

TOTAL

